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Abstract
Appropriate equipment is needed for research on the effects of radio-frequency ra-
diation from radio-frequency identification (RF-ID) systems on biological materials.
In the present study, a complete test system comprising assembled hardware and
custom-built software was developed for a research project investigating whether RF-
ID radiation produces significant effects in biologics. Furthermore, we document a
method for determining specific absorption rate (S.A.R.) using vials containing 1.5 cc
of saline to represent biological samples. This methodolgy yielded S.A.R. values of
approximately 30 W kg_ 1 (-9 dBm) and 150 W kg_ 1 (-6.5 dBm) for 915 MHz and
320 W kg_ 1 (-9 dBm) and 450 W kg_ 1 (-6.5 dBm) for 2.45 GHz. Finally, the key sys-
tem components - the transverse electromagnetic (TEM) cell, vial and saline solution
- were modelled using CST Microwave Studio®. Through modelling, we obtained
values for the absorption as a percentage of the incident power - 0.2% for 915 MHz
and 7.32% for 2.45 GHz. These values approximately matched those calculated -
0.36% for 915 MHz and 5.0% for 2.45 GHz. Errors in the calculated absorption were
due primarily to the precision of the power meters relative to the power levels being
detected, and indicate that further study may be required.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This study sought to develop a set of test equipment and related software programs
for researching the non-thermal effects of electromagnetic (EM) radiation on organic
materials, and a methodology for use of the system. Research focused specifically on
- assembling the physical components and creating software for their control
- enabling active temperature regulation for liquid samples under test
- determining a methodology for using the equipment and programs
- creating a methodology for processing data in order to find relevant figures of
merit
1.1 Purpose
Electromagnetic waves are known to produce heating in many materials, including
organic and biologically significant compounds. The resultant changes in physical and
chemical properties and biological activity due to heating are termed the "thermal
effects" of the radiation. Non-thermal effects of such radiation are neither well known
nor well quantified, in part because heating tends to be immediate and often produces
dramatic changes, which may mask other, less obvious phenomena.
Previous studies of non-thermal effects differ from this study in one or more of
the following ways.
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1. The focus of the study was the effect of radiation on in vivo or in vitro biologics,
rather than on the development of a new equipment set-up or methodology.
2. Low power levels and passive cooling (water baths) were used to minimize heat-
ing and maintain the sample temperature.
3. The frequencies and/or power levels used were not in the range anticipated for
RF-ID implementation, or the radiation was pulsed or modulated.
4. Rectangular waveguides were used, which cannot mimic the plane waves that
packages would experience in an actual RF-ID system.
5. Equipment used was a standard package system which could not be easily mod-
ified, or introduced other complications due to size or other factors.
Therefore, this project identified a need for and aimed to develop an integrated
system which could
- closely mimic RF-ID radiation itself while also allowing power levels other than
those specified in standards
- be modified easily to accommodate multiple standards or an expansion in the
topic of interest
- monitor, control and record several parameters, especially temperature
- be modeled simply and accurately
1.2 Background
Electricity is an integral part of modern society and as a result, the effects of elec-
tromagnetic (EM) radiation have become of concern, not only to scientists, also but
to the general public as the types and scope of electromagnetic systems continues to
grow. Today, there is widespread use of extreme low frequency electricity in homes
and businesses, increased use of mobile communications devices, a constantly grow-
ing power and communications infrastructure, and now the push for expanded use
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of automated identification systems [2] [3]. As a result, the average individual is in-
creasingly exposed to the various effects of radiation. First, let us define the types of
concern here.
The effects of EM systems can be broadly classified as either thermal - due to
heat or temperature changes - or non-thermal. Thermal effects of EM radiation on
biological systems are well known and have been studied both in vivo - in living
organisms - and in vitro are well known and studied. In contrast, the non-thermal
effects are currently being researched. With the discovery of an apparent correlation
between the location of high voltage cables and the increased incidence of cancer and
other diseases in those living near-by [4] [5], and the documentation of other non-
thermal radiation effects [6] [7] [8] [9] on biologically significant substances, there has
been a greater focus on the non-thermal effects of electromagnetic radiation, both in
the public domain and in research.
The non-thermal effects on such systems may be quite varied since chemicals, cells
and reactions involved are often complex and highly specific in function. In fact, the
findings of studies carried out so far either appear to be contradictory or highlight the
specificity of the interaction between the system under study and the radiation used
[4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [10] [11]. Such studies have implications for the use of EM radiation
emitting devices in the pharmaceutical and medical fields, since drugs often mimic
biologically important chemicals and some treatments employ living cells and tissues.
Thus, the general concern about non-thermal effects of EM radiation extends
to the way in which medical treatments are impacted by various communication
technologies, which typically operate at radio- and microwave frequencies. One such
technology is radio frequency identification or RF-ID.
In an RF-ID system, items to be identified are labeled with "tags", devices which
store and can transmit information. These tags respond to radio frequency radiation
emitted by "readers", relaying the item information to the reader. Current and future
uses of RF-ID include [2]:
* Tagging of cattle and other stock animals. Applications include tracing the
animal's origin, automatic feeding, quality control and control of the spread of
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epidemics.
" Timing runners during marathons
" Payment and ticketing
" Management of retail restocking: shelves alert the store room when empty.
" Product tagging to improve supply chain management, manufacturing security,
quality, and more.
This last use is most significant to this discussion, especially where the products
to be managed are drugs. Some medical products are expensive or time-sensitive.
Also, the number of cases of counterfeit drug cases under investigation by the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has been increasing [3]. For these and other
reasons, they are perfect candidates for RF-ID tracking, but as discussed earlier, they
may also be susceptible to unknown damage by the same technology. The need to
resolve this issue is therefore part of the motivation for the research proposed in this
document.
A research project focussed on the non-thermal effects of radio-frequency radia-
tion on biological materials has been undertaken by the Chemistry department at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), in collaboration with the MIT Auto-
ID lab and the MIT Center for Electromagnetic Theory and Applications. Specif-
ically, the investigation seeks to determine how radiation around the 915MHz and
2.45GHz frequencies affects some proteins, since proteins comprise a major group of
biologically-important organic chemicals.
The study documented herein describes the equipment, software and methodology
developed for the larger project. Published research highlighted important concerns,
including:
* The type and size of hardware used in the exposure of the samples, specifically
what waveguides will closely mimic RF-ID radiation.
" Dynamic temperature control to eliminate thermal effects of the radiation ap-
plied.
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* Use of simulations to determine efficacy of the hardware and implications for
industry.
1.3 Focus and General Approach
This study aimed to answer the following questions.
- What equipment is needed to mimic exposure to RF-ID radiation?
- How can the hardware be assured to be upgradable, should the need arise?
- What equipment is needed to actively control the temperature of a sample
exposed to radiation in the apparatus chosen?
- What software, commercial or custom-made, is suitable for studies of such ex-
posure, given that the scope of such studies may broaden in the future?
- How can the hardware and software together be guaranteed to function as a
single, integrated system?
- For the system developed, what methodology should be used to ensure reliability
and repeatability?
- What data should be collected?
- How should such data be stored and later processed?
- How reasonable are any assumptions made in designing or specifying the hard-
ware and software?
Since the author joined the joint project after the specification and purchase of
equipment, the following approach was used to formulate responses to the problem
as previously described.
- Determine requirements Identify user requirements with respect to ease of
use, upgradability, control tolerances.
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- Evaluate equipment Ensure devices perform at least to project requirements -
mimics RF-ID, upgradable, capable of active temperature control, rated for and
functioning at power levels and frequencies to be investigated in wider research;
develop EM exposure and temperature control systems separately.
- Evaluate software Determine how software provided by hardware manufactur-
ers may be used, if at all; design and create custom software for each subsystem,
if necessary, while meeting requirements.
- Integrate system & develop methodology Combine EM exposure and tem-
perature control software and modify software appropriately; ensure that overall
system meets user requirements for ease of use and
- Model system Use modelling software to determine whether results are rea-
sonable for the equipment set-up.
The remaining chapters organize these topics as follows:
Chapter 2
Basic electromagnetic wave theory. A comparison of RF-ID power requirements
with the power levels to be used in the study. Figures of merit (S.A.R., electric
field strength). Parameters for the material to be tested (phosphate-buffered
saline) - density, permittivity, conductivity.
Chapter 3
Description of the hardware system and methodology for use. Equipment speci-
fications (power sensors, coupler, amplifier). Outline of the software used/created
for the study. Experiments performed to determine an appropriate method for
gathering and processing data. Details for modelling the system in CST Mi-
crowave Studio@
Chapter 4
Presentation and discussion of experimental and modelling results for tests de-
scribed in chapter 3
22
Chapter 5
Conclusion and recommendations for refinement and further research.
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Chapter 2
Theory
This chapter provides definitions, equations and parameter values relevant to this
study. Specific topics are listed below.
- Maxwell's equations and Poynting power
- Properties of saline - density, permittivity and conductivity
- Standard RF-ID power output vs possible experimental exposure levels
- Determining specific absorption rate (S.A.R.) and average electric field strength.
2.1 Maxwell's Equations and Poynting power
In this section, we describe Maxwell's equations in vector and time harmonic form,
and provide a formula for Poynting power. In doing so, we define a vector notation
which is used consistently thoughout this chapter.
Maxwell's Equations in Vector Form
Electromagnetic (EM) waves are governed by Maxwell's equations, which are often
written in vector form. Since we choose to so represent them here, we first define the
vector notation that will be used (table 2.1).
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Table 2.1: Definitions for vector notation.
Symbol Definition
X or T a real vector quantity
X(T, t) a real function of space, T, and time, t
X or IXI the peak to peak amplitude of X
XRMS the root-mean-squared (RMS) value of X
(X(T, t)) the time average of X(T, t)
X or X(T) a complex vector function of space;
used for time-harmonic notation
the complex conjugate of X
Equations 2.1 to 2.4 are the generalized Maxwell's equations in three-dimensional
vector form [12]:
V x H(T, t)
V x E(T, t)
v* -D(7, t)
V -B(T, t)
a-
t
= 
B (, t)
=0
(2.1)
(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)
where all quantities are functions of space (T) and time(t), and
E(T, t) is the electric field strength (V m- 1 )
B(T, t) is the magnetic flux density (Wb m- 2 )
H(T, t) is the magnetic field strength (A m- 1)
D(T, t) is the electric displacement (C m-)
J(T, t) is the electric current density (A m- 2 )
p(T, t) is the electric charge density (C m- 3 )
These quantities are further linked by the continuity equation
an -J(i, t) = p(, t)
at
and the constitutive equations
cD = P - E +7 c-B
(2.5)
(2.6)
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H = MI -E(+Q - cB
where c is the speed of light (m s-') and L, Al, P and Q are 3 x 3 matrices of
constitutive parameters [1.2].
In a linear isotropic medium, there is no coupling between electric and magnetic
fields (L = A = 0) and the remaining constitutive parameters are such that the
remaining matrix products may be replaced with scalar multiplication
P- +-+ CC
Q -4++
cp
where c is the material's permittivity
p is the material's permeability
The constitutive equations reduce to
(2.8)
(2.9)
(F m-')
(H m-1)
(2.10)
(2.11)pH
and substitution of these relationships into Maxwell's equations (2.1 to 2.4) yields
V x H(i, t)
V x E(7,t)
V -E(T, t)
V -77(;F, t)
In general, the current density is
conduction currents (Jc) induced by
o-
= E E(7, t) + J (r, t)
o-
=t -H H(, t)
S -p(r, t)
(2.12)
(2.13)
(2.14)
(2.15)
due to independent current sources (J,) and to
the electric field (2.16).
(2.16)
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(2.7)
Conduction current density is related to electric field strength by Ohm's law (2.17),
ic = o-E (2.17)
where o is the material's conductivity (U m- 1 )
The regions under study are within a wave-guide, either in air or in a saline sample.
Such regions are source-free, meaning that there are no current sources (J, = 0) and
no charges (p = 0), so Maxwell's equations may be written as
V x H(, t) = 6
V x E(T, t) = -
V -E(;, t) = 0
V -H(7, t) = 0
-E(T, t) + -E
at H (T, t)
(2.18)
(2.19)
(2.20)
(2.21)
Table 2.2 provides values for some properties of in free space (air), where the
conductivity, -, is zero. However, saline is a conducting medium, which is more
easily represented in the time-harmonic form of Maxwell's equations, as described in
the next section.
Table 2.2: Some material properties of free space.
Alternate
Parameter Value Notation
c 3 x 10 8 m s-1
6 8.85 x 10-12 F m-1  CO
47r x 10- 7 H m- 1  pto
o-0 o m-1
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Maxwell's Equations in Time-Harmonic Form for Conducting
Media
When the conductivity is non-zero, the permittivity is said to be a complex number
but this is true only for the effective permittivity in the time harmonic representation
of Maxwell's equations [12]. Under this representation, quantities are written as
X(T, t) = R{X(T)e-i"} (2.22)
where R denotes the real part of a complex quantity, X is a real vector function
of T and t, X is a complex vector function of T and w is the angular frequency of the
electromagnetic wave.
w = 27rf (2.23)
where f is the frequency of the wave (Hz)
If we rewrite the electric and magnetic fields in this way, substitute them in
equations 2.18 to 2.21 and omit the spatial dependence to simplify the notation,
Maxwell's equations become
VxH -iwE (2.24)
V x £ - iwpH (2.25)
V - = 0 (2.26)
V h = 0 (2.27)
with the complex or effective permittivity, c, defined as
cc = E + -- (2.28)
In this study, the conduction medium is saline, whose effective permittivity has
almost this form and changes, not only with frequency, but also with temperature
and with salinity. Salinity and permittivity are discussed in section 2.2.
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Poynting power
The power of an EM wave is the amplitude of the time-average Poynting power density
of the wave, I(S(T, t))1
I(S(r, )) = E j , t) x H(, t)27r
= - E (, t)12 (2.29)2rI
where q/ (Q)is the characteristic impedance of the material,
I cl-t - (2.30)
cc cc
For free space, q = rO = 1207r ~~ 377 Q.
2.2 Properties of Saline
Salinity
Salinity is here assumed to be the same as the absolute salinity [13], which is the ratio
of the mass of dissolved salts to that of the solution. This ratio is approximately equal
to the mass concentration of the solution (g L- 1 ). Calculating the mass concentration
requires the chemical formulae and molar concentrations (cmoi; units: mol L- 1 or M)
of the constituents. Each formula mass (fmo; units: g mol- 1 ) was calculated using
the chemical formula and the atomic masses of each element [14].
These values are shown in Table 2.3 and are related to the salinity by equation 2.31.
S = E Cmoifmoi (2.31)
all salts
The value used in this study and calculated using table 2.3 and equation 2.31 is
S = 9.58005%o (2.32)
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Table 2.3: Constituents of saline: their chemical formulae, molar concentrations, cmol,
and formula masses, fmoi.
Chemical cmol fmoi
Formula (mol L-') (g mol- 1 )
NaCl 137 x 10-3 58.4425
KCl 2.7 x 10-3 74.5510
Na 2 HPO4  2 x 10-3 141.9589
KH 2PO4  8 x 10-3 136.0856
Permittivity and Conductivity of Saline
Since saline is not a perfect conductor, its permittivity, while complex, is not exactly
of the form show in equation 2.28. Rather, it is a complex function of temperature,
T ("C), salinity, S (%co) and radiation frequency, f (Hz)[15]:
E = EC + 1 -(iT) + i o (2.33)
1 + (IWr)I-ce WCO
E, is the complex permittivity
E00 is the permittivity at infinite frequency
6- is the static permittivity
w is the angular frequency (2.23)
T is the relaxation time in seconds
a is empirical and represents the distribution of
relaxation times (unit-less)
- is the conductivity
EO is the permittivity of free space
The parameters E,,T and o are polynomial functions of S and T, whose coefficients
are determined empirically [15] and quoted here.
ES(T, S) = c,(T)a(S, T) (2.34)
C8 (T) = 87.134 - 1.949 x 10 1T - 1.276 x 102 T 2
+2.491 x 10-4 T 3 (2.35)
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a(S, T)
T(T, S)
r(T, 0)
b(S, T)
a-(T, S)
-(25, S)
= 1.000 + 1.613 x 10-5ST - 3.656 x 10-3S
+3.210 x 10-5S 2 -- 4.232 x 10- 7 S3
- T(T, 0)b(S, T)
= 1.768 x 10-" - 6.086 x 10- 13T
+1.104 x 10- 4 T 2 - 8.111 x 10- 17T3
= 1.000 + 2.282 x 10- 5 ST - 7.638 x 10-4S
-7.760 x 10- 6 S 2 + 1.105 x 10-8S3
= -(25, S)e-
= S(0.182521 - 1.46192 x 10-3S
+2.09324 x 10- 5S 2 - 1.28205 x 10-7S 3 )
A = 25 - T
= 2.033 x 10-2 + 1.266 x 10- 4A
+2.464 x 10- 6A2 - S(1.849 x 10-5
-2.551 x 10- 7A + 2.551 x 10-8A 2)
The parameters c, a and co are constants.
4.9
a = 0
co 8.85 x 10-12
The permittivity values used in this study are shown in table 2.4.
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(2.36)
(2.37)
(2.38)
(2.39)
(2.40)
(2.41)
(2.42)
(2.43)
(2.44)
(2.45)
(2.46)
Table 2.4: Real, C', and imaginary, ", parts of the complex permittivity, c = c'+ic" of
saline for 915 MHz and 2.45 GHz. Frequency, f is measured in GHz.
f E' 6"
0.915 74.6804 52.5672
2.45 74.3644 23.9768
Density of Saline
Density is a function of salinity and temperature and may be calculated from the
International Equation of State of Sea Water 1980 (IES 80), assuming atmospheric
pressure [13].
p(S, T) = 999.842594 + 6.793952 x 10- 2 T
-9.095290 x 10- 3T2 + 1.001685 x 10- 4T4
-1.120083 x 10- 6T4 + 6.536332 x 10- 9T 5
+8.24493 x 10-1S - 4.0899 x 10-3TS
+7.6438 x 10- 5T2 S - 8.2467 x 10- 7T3S
+5.3875 x 10- 9T4 S - 5.72466 x 10-3S3/2
+1.0227 x 10-4TS 31 2 - 1.6546 x 10- 6 T2 S 3/ 2
+4.8314 x 10-4S2 (2.47)
where S is the salinity (%c) (section 2.2) and T is the temperature ('C) of the sample.
2.3 Stardard RF-ID Output Power vs Experimen-
tal Exposure Levels
The power specification for RF-ID readers is 4 W EIRP at 10cm in air. This value
is the total power emitted through a sphere of radius 10 cm and is equal to a power
density magnitude of
Power
Area
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I (S(r, 0))|EIRP
4
47rr 2
1
7r(10 x 102)2
31.8 W m 2  (2.48)
Using 2.29, this power density corresponds to a plane wave with peak-to-peak and
RMS electric field strengths of
jE(T, t) IEIRP 2T7 I(7(, t)) I
~ 2(377) (31.8)
155 V m 1  (2.49)
EEIRP,RMS I
155
110 V m 1  (2.50)
Let us assume that the experimental set-up is a cuboid with cross-section mea-
suring 6 cm by 8 cm (0.06 m by 0.08 m). Radiation passes through the cuboid such
that between 3 W and 25 W of power is incident on the cross-section described. As
before, we can calculate the strength of the incident electric field.
Area (0.06)(0.08)
- 4.8 x 10-3 M2  (2.51)
3
(S(, 0))1low =4.8 x 10-3
625 W m- 2  (2.52)
E(I, t)io ~ 2(377)(625)
686 V m-1 (2.53)
686
Eow,RMS ~~
-485 V m 1 4.4 EEIRPRMS (2.54)
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( (, t)) high
IE(, t),igh
Ehigh,RMS
25
4.8 x 10-3
= 5.21 x 10 3 W m-2
~2(377)(5.21 x 103)
1.98 x 103 V m-1
1.98 x 103
1.40 x 103 V m-1 ~ 12.7 EEIRPRMS
(2.55)
(2.56)
(2.57)
Mimicking EEIRPRMS would require:
Power Area x I(S(r, t))I
4.8 x i0- x 31.8
153 mW ~ 22 dBm (2.58)
While this last value is not within the range currently studied, it is hoped that
by using the higher incident power and stronger fields corresponding to 3W through
25, any non-thermal effects would be more pronounced.Furthermore, if non-thermal
effects are discovered, future studies could include the standard RF-ID power value,
or the current joint study may provide sufficient data to allow extrapolation to that
value.
2.4 Specific Absorption Rate & Electric Field
Strength
The specific absorption rate or S.A.R. is a figure of merit used in the wireless telecom-
munications industry to indicate the level of radiation of a particular frequency that
is absorbed by a body exposed to such radiation.
S.A.R. has units of watts per kilogram (W kg- 1) and, for a given object, is calcu-
lated either as a function of space [16] or averaged over the entire body [17]. Finding
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the S.A.R. as a function of space requires near simultaneous temperature readings
at multiple locations throughout the body being irradiated. Here, we take use only
the total power absorbed by the body and the single temperature reading taken is
used for monitoring and maintaining the temperature, rather than for calculating the
S.A.R.
S.A.R. = Power absorbed by body (W) (2.59)
Body mass (kg)
Since the volume of solution may be accurately meausured, the mass, msaline,
can be calculated as the ratio of the volume, saline, and density, Psaline. Section 2.2
provides a method for calculating the density of saline.
Msafine = Vsaiine (2.60)
Psaline
The power absorbed by the body, A (W), is
A = I - R - T (2.61)
where I is the incident power (W)
R is the reflected power (W)
T is the transmitted power (W)
For the power limitations calculated in section 3.2, A = 0 since free space does
not dissipate energy . However, conducting media like saline do dissipate energy and
therefore there should be a net power absorbed for the tests with saline.
If the density, p, conductivity, u- and S.A.R. are known for a body, the magnitude
of the average electric field strength within the body may be found [18]:
1/2
E = S.A.R.) (2.62)
Methods for calculating density and conductivity are found in section 2.2.
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Chapter 3
Materials and Methodology
In this chapter, we describe the apparatus and its capabilities. First, we provide
details of the equipment and its assembly. These details include descriptions of the
physical components and their interconnection, as well as descriptions of the purpose
of and implementation details for software to control the devices. Second, we outline
experiments performed with the assembled apparatus in order to verify parameters
and provide instructions for use and analysis.
3.1 Apparatus Assembly
The assembled apparatus was composed of five sub-systems:
1. the test sample sub-system
2. the RF exposure (radio-frequency radiation exposure) sub-system
3. the power measurement sub-system
4. the temperature measurement and control sub-system
5. the overall control sub-system.
Each sub-system is described in a subsequent section of this chapter. The entire
apparatus is represented schematically in Figure 3-1, which shows the major compo-
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nents. Table 3.1 briefly describes equipment labels shown in Figure 3-1, while full
equipment specifications are given in Appendix A.
82,357 LT-X5 SENSOR TIP MMERSED
r5-9 -+ a- Ta N SAMPLE CONTAED
Fl. I*-Fl.-J N TEM-F30W0 CELL
ISML037 43A 3,)
F CX 8482A 3482A
TEM-F3000
51R 8482B5151R 722N-30
4.5W CP-031
TC-24-25
R 823 2
C SERIAL 1ABLE (E>TENDED) __am GPIB ABLES (GENERIC)
USB CABLE
C XIAL CABLE (INTEGRATED WTH
(CABLE XPERTS CXP1318FN) 'CONTROLLER)
FIBER-OPTIC SENSOR THERMAL ONNECTION
(0PITEK LT-XBS)
Figure 3-1: Equipment connection diagram. Equipment labels are briefly described
in Table 3.1. Full equipment specifications are given in Appendix A.
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Table 3.1: Descriptions of equipment labels shown in Figure 3-1.
EQUIPMENT LABEL DESCRIPTIONS
Label
437B
438A
5151R
722N-30-1.650W
8482A
8482B
82357A
CP-031
LT-X5M
PC
SML03
TC-24-25 RS232
TEM-F3000
Description
Single input power meter with remote capabilities; used to measure
transmitted power
Dual input power meter with remote capabilities; used to measure
incident and reflected power levels
Radio frequency power amplifier providing a nominal gain of 45 dB
Dual directional coupler with 30 dBm attenuation to secondary
ports; used to sample incident and reflected power
Power sensor with measurement range -30 dBm to 20 dBm; used
with 438A to measure incident and reflected power levels
Power sensor with measurement range 0 dBm to 44 dBm; used with
437B to measure transmitted power
USB/GPIB interface for Windows operating systems
Thermo-electric cooler; also called a peltier cooler
Fiber-optic thermometer processing unit with remote capabilities
Computer running Windows 2000 and MATLAB@ 7
Radio-frequency signal generator with remote capabilties
Thermo-electric cooler temperature controller (with remote capa-
bilities) and power supply
Closed TEM cell
The term remote capabilities indicates that the device may be controlled using a computer.
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3.1.1 Test Sample Sub-system
The test chamber was the Montena TEM-F3000 TEM cell. A TEM cell is a wave
guide which restricts propogation of electromagnetic plane waves within the wave
guide to the TEM mode. TEM mode is also called the fundamental mode or the
TMO mode.
As shown in Figure 3-2, the cell was fabricated with a copper plate suspended
in the middle of the chamber. This plate was used as a platform for supporting
the sample 1.5 mL of aqueous solution in a standard 1.8 mL vial in a hand-made
supporting "bed" of Rohacell, a material which is transparent to radiation at radio
and microwave frequencies. The bed ensured that the vial made physical contact with
the upper inner surface of the TEM cell and was fixed in place by friction (Figure 3-3).
The septum of each vial was punctured to create a hole about the same size as
the temperature sensor (Ipitek Lumitherm LT-X5RS). The sensor was first inserted
through a hole in the door of the TEM cell and then through a tiny funnel into the
vial. This technique minimized evaporative and leakage losses and sensor damage.
VIAL CONTAINING 1.5ML
AOLU.EOUS SOLUTION
UPPER FACE OF TEM
CELL; COOLER PESTS
ON THIS FACE
POHACELL "BED" TO
SUPPORT VIAL
4- INNER COPPER PLATE
ELASTIC SUPPORTS
FOR PLATE
LOWER FACE OF TEM
CELL
Figure 3-2: A partial section through the TEM cell (Montena TEM-F3000).
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OF ROHATELL FOAM T(_
ACOMMODATE VIAL
LPED !R(_OVE 1 SE' 0.0
LA[ER CTj FOAM (IEEPLT
AL -ENTERED N BED)
FOR A ERL 
OF
I~. STRIP OF ROHACELL FOAM
WIDTH AND BREA[TH ARPROX.
- EOIJAL T:, LEER LAiXERS
TOGETHER
HALOW P VE FO IFEP
RO)T -,EMIMETER R ,,BE
Figure 3-3: Schematic showing Rohacell bed for sample support.
3.1.2 RF exposure sub-system
The signal generator (Rohde & Schwarz SML03), power amplifier (Ophir 5151R), dual
directional coupler (MECA 722B-30-1.650W) and TEM cell were connected in series
using coaxial cables (Cable X-perts CXP1318FN), satisfying the 50 Q input/output
impedance requirements for several of these devices. Two of the four ports on the
coupler and one of the two ports on the TEM cell were used for interconnection while
the remaining three ports were used for power measurements.
3.1.3 Power Measurement Sub-system
The directional coupler provided a power attenuation of approximately 30dBm be-
tween the input and the secondary ports, one sampling the incident power from
the power amplifier and the other, the reflected power from the TEM cell. Sensors
(Hewlett Packard (HP) 8482A) were connected to each of the secondary ports and
to channels A and B of the dual input power meter (HP 438A). A third sensor (HP
8482B) was connected to the output of the TEM call and to the single channel power
meter (HP 437B) in order to measure the transmitted power.
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Due to input power constraints for the sensors (Table 1) and gain/attenuation
provided by the amplifier and coupler, the control software was designed to avoid
damage to physical components by limiting user inputs.
3.1.4 Temperature Measurement and Control Sub-system
The test sample subsystem was placed in a controlled temperature oven (New Brunswick
Scientific Company G24 environmental incubator shaker) which allowed manual con-
trol of the ambient temperature within the TEM cell. Sample temperature was de-
termined using the fiber optic thermometer (Ipitek Lumitherm LT-X5R): the sensor
was connected to port 1 of the thermometer and its tip immersed in the sample, as
described in part B.
With the sample vial in contact with the upper inner surface of the TEM cell as
indicated in part B, the cooler was positioned above the sample but on the upper
external surface of the cell. Thermal paste (TE Technology TP-1) applied to the
surface of the cooler improved thermal conductivity. This arrangement maximized
heat exchange between the cooler and the sample.
3.2 Power in the Physical System
This section describes quantities and units related to the apparatus described in the
previous sections. We also highlight some of the limitations of the set-up, especially
with respect to power levels.
Quantities and Units
In this study, the only property of EM waves that is directly measured is power.
Therefore we first introduce the symbols and general notation we will use when dis-
cussing power in the physical apparatus.
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Table 3.2: Power-related quantities.
Symbol Quantity
I actual incident power
R actual reflected power
T actual transmitted power
A actual absorbed power
P1  measured incident power
PR measured reflected power
PT measured transmitted power
PA measured absorbed power
PSG signal generator output power
PAO amplifier output power
Pc coupler output power
GA amplifier gain
Gc coupler gain
The symbols for actual power - I, R, T and A - were introduced in chapter 2.
Measured power is denoted by P with a subscript, where the subscript is one of the
symbols representing actual power.
Power is usually measured in watts (W) or milliwatts (mW), but we will also be
using the "dBm" or decibel milliwatt when convenient. Power in dBm is the decibel
of the ratio that power value to one milliwatt (1W = 1000mW). Therefore 0 dBm is
1 mW and 30 dBm is 1 W. Equations 3.1 and 3.2 may be used for conversion between
the two units (W and dBm).
PdBm = 10 log (p x 103 10 log (P) + 30 (3.1)
P m(! -3)
P= 10 (3.2)
where PdBm is the dBm-equivalent value of P.
In general, unit-less quantities such as gain and attenuation may be expressed
in dB (decibels). Equations 3.3 and 3.4 relate a unit-less quantity X to its decibel
value, XdB-
XdB = 10 log (X) (3.3)
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X = 1 0 XdB (34)
Device Limitations
The power amplifier has a maximum output of 25 W (44 dBm) and a gain of about
+50 dBm. Since the sensor measuring transmitted power has a range of 0 dBm to
+44 dBm, then as a first estimate, the output of the signal generator should be limited
to between -50 dBm and -6 dBm (Table 3.3).
Table 3.3: Signal generator output limits, based on transmitted power sensor limits.
Limit PT,dBm' - GA,dB PSG,dBm
Lower 0 dBm - 50 dB = -50 dBm
Upper 44 dBm - 50 dB = -6 dBm
Incident and reflected fields cannot be measured directly using sensors, since this
arrangement would introduce large losses in the fields and, in the case of the reflected
field, the arrangement would be physically difficult. Rather the coupler is used with
the sensors such that the coupler attenuation reduces the power loss.
Available attenuations were 20 dB, 30 dB and 40 dB, where a minimum of 20dB
was required for acceptable measurement losses. The TEM cell itself provides a
further attenuation of about 20dB between the incident and reflected fields. As a
result, the total attentuation for the reflected field sensor measurement would be
40 dB, 50 dB or 60 dB relative to the amplifier output, depending on the coupler
(table 3.4). Similarly, the incident field sensor measurement attenuation would be
20 dB, 30 dB or 40 dB.
'The value sampled by the transmitted sensor is assumed the same as the amplifier output for
an empty, loss-less TEM cell
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Closed TEM Cell - Model TEM-F3000
Serial no 20046144-TEMF3000
Return loss
.. . . 
.. .. 
0 0.5 1 1.5
Frequency (GHz)
Figure 3-4: The return loss of
Closed TEM cell TEM-F3000
the TEM cell. Diagram reproduced from the Montena
user's manual [1].
Table 3.4: Gain calculations between the incident power and the incident power
sensor, and between the incident power and the reflected power sensor.
Gain
Incident to Incident to + GCdB = Incident to
Incident Sensor Reflected Reflected Sensor
-20 dB -20 dB = -40 dB
-30 dB -20 dB + -30 dB= -50 dB
-40 dB -40 dB= -60 dB
2Values taken from Table 3.4, "Incident to Incident Sensor" column
3This value is outside the limits for the power sensor used.
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Table 3.5: Approximate power levels at incident power sensor for incident power levels
limited by transmitted power sensor.
Incident Power Sensor
PA,dBm + Gain 2  PI,dBm
-20 dB = -20 dBm
+0 dBm + -30 dB = -30 dBm
-40 dB = -40 dBm 3
-20 dB = +24 dBm 3
+44 dBm + -30 dB = +14 dBm
-40 dB = +4 dBm
Table 3.6: Approximate power levels at reflected power sensor for incident power
levels limited by transmitted power sensor.
Reflected Power Sensor
PA,dBm + Gain2  PI,dBm
-40 dB = -40 dBm 3
+0 dBm + -50 dB = -50 dBm 3
-60 dB = -60 dBm 3
-40 dB = +4 dBm
+44 dBm + -50 dB = -6 dBm
-60 dB = -16 dBm
As shown in Table 3.5, both the 20 dBm and 40 dBm couplers were eliminated
since the first allows a calculated incident power sensor reading above +20 dBm for an
incident power of +44 dBm and the second allows a sensor reading below -30 dBm for
an incident power of 0 dBm. Although, Table 3.6 seems to indicate that none of the
sensors should be used, the results were not discriminatory as in Table 3.5. Rather,
those results implied that the lower limit on the input to the TEM cell should be at
most 0 dBm.
Using the formula
PSG,dBm = PR,dBm - Gain 4
-PA,dB (3.5)
and the lower limit of the sensor (-30 dBm), we obtain the lower limit for the signal
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generator output:
PSG,dBm = -30 dBm - (-50) dB - 50 dB
= (-30 + 50 - 50) dBm
= -30 dBm (3.6)
3.3 Determining the Power Gain of Components
The calculations in section 3.2 assumed that the nominal values of the TEM cell
reflection coefficient, the coupler gain and the amplifier gain were correct. The actual
values for air may be verified from experimental results, as indicated in the following
sub-sections.
3.3.1 Reflection Coefficient of the TEM cell
The reflection coefficient (F) of a system is the ratio of the power reflected by the
system to the power incident to the same system. The values measured by the meters
are not the actual values, since the coupler attenuates both signals. However, the
ratio of their values should be consistent since a single coupler and meter are used to
take both measurements.
F may be represented in either logarithmic or linear units5 (equations 3.7 and 3.8).
FdB PR,dBm - PI,dBm (3.7)
F =PR
P1
1 0 FdB (3.8)
3.3.2 Coupler Gain
The coupler gain is the ratio of the measured incident radiation, P, to the actual
incident radiation, I.
5 The reflection coefficient (F) is actually unit-less. The term "linear units" simply indicates that
the value is not logarithmic and should be used when power is known in watts.
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Gc = (3.9)
Expressed logarithmically, the coupler gain is the difference between the two quan-
tities where both have units of dBm (P,dBm, IdBm).
Gc,dB = 10 log (Gc) = P,dBm - IdBm (3-10)
While the transmitted power is measured directly, it is impossible to directly
determine the actual incident radiation using this apparatus. Therefore, we make use
of the fact that air should act as free space and should not absorb significant amounts
of power.
In this "no loss" case, the transmitted power, T, is related to the incident power,
I by the relationship:
I = (3.11)
where both powers are measured in watts, T is equal to the measured transmitted
power, and F is calculated using equation 3.8.
3.3.3 Amplifier Gain
The amplifier gain, GA, is the ratio of the signal generator output power level, PSG,
to that of the amplifier, PAO, where both values are measured in watts.
GA Ps(3.12)
PAO
As with the coupler gain (equation 3.9), the amplifier gain may be found in deci-
bels:
GA,dB = 10 log (GA) PSG,dBm - PA,dBm (3-13)
PSG is the user-determined power setting of the signal generator while PAO is equal
to the "no-loss" incident power (3.11).
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3.3.4 Control Sub-system
Computer controllable devices were connected to the Dell PC by one of three methods.
First, the signal generator and power meters were connected via general purpose in-
terface bus (GPIB) cables to the GPIB interface (Agilent 82357A), which was plugged
into one of the USB ports on the computer. Second, the thermometer was directly
connected via standard Ethernet network cable with RJ45 jack, and used TCP/IP for
communication. Third, the cooler controller was plugged into the computers COMI
port via serial cable (RS232).
Once all required drivers were installed and the equipment connected as indicated,
controllable devices were manipulated from scripts (programs) written for and used
in the MATLAB® 7 environment. This environment contained built-in visa-gpib,
serial and tcpip instrument functions, which are necessary for communication with
the controllable equipment. Other than drivers for the GPIB interface, none of the
software provided by equipment manufacturers was incorporated into the final system,
although they remained installed for debugging and maintenance purposes.
The final program allowed the user to choose one of four exposure conditions:
temperature control only, RFR exposure only, both conditions simultaneously or nei-
ther. User inputs included incident RFR frequency and power intensity, the required
temperature and the exposure duration. The script stored all data in text-based
LOG (.log) files and provided a processing option to plot data and perform specific
absorption rate (S.A.R.) calculations and a value for the average electric field.
3.4 Experimental Methodology
Two experiments were performed to
- determine how the sample temperature changes in response to RF-radiation
and to cooling
- determine the power absorbed by the apparatus with, and without saline, and
the absorption by the saline sample itself.
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Sample temperature with and without active cooling
For each condition indicated in table 3.7, a sample was irradiated with RF radiation
and its temperature and incident, reflected and transmitted power levels monitored
and recorded for a period of one hour. Note that ambient implies no cooler was used,
while a temperature of 50'C indicates that the cooler and control software were used
to try to maintain the sample temperature at 50'C. All settings and measurements
were performed using the software described in appendix B and the physical set-up
described in section 3.1.
Table 3.7: Combinations of temperature and signal generator settings (power level
and frequency) used to determine the effect of the active cooling system on sample
temperature. For each combination, a test was run with saline and a second without
saline. Each test was run for a period of one hour.
Power (dBm) -6.5
Temperature Ambient 50 0C
Frequency (GHz) 0.915 2.45 0.915 2.45
Power absorption for vials with and without saline
The apparatus was set up as indicated in section 3.1 and "samples" irradiated for
one hour each, under the conditions listed in table 3.8. Where the "sample" did not
contain saline (loss-less case), an empty vial was placed in the rohacell bed and the
same methodology used. Temperature control was used for all tests (50'C) and the
temperature inside the vial and the incident, reflected and transmitted power levels
were measured and recorded. All settings and measurements were performed using
the software described in appendix B) and the physical set-up described in section 3.1.
Table 3.8: Test conditions used to determine power absorbed by air (loss-less case)
and by saline (lossy case). Each test was run for a period of one hour.
Temperature 50 0C
Frequency (GHz) 0.915 2.45
Power (dBm) -9 -6.5 -9 -6.5
Contains saline? Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No
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3.5 Simulation Methodology
A separate simulation file was created for each frequency, since the Klein-Swift model
used to find permittivity is not the same as the model used in the modelling software
(CST Microwave Studio®), which uses a finite difference, time domain method. As a
result, the permittivity values match only at the specified frequency and results are
valid only at that frequency.
First, the background material (ambient) was set to be "normal", with relative6
permittivity and permeability both equal to 1 (Menu access: Solve -+ Background
Material). The simulation units were then set (Menu access: Solve - Units):
Table 3.9: CST Microwave Studio® unit settings.
Dimensions: cm
Frequency :GHz
Time : ns
Each part of the model was then created using the basic shapes (Menu access:
Objects -+ Basic Shapes) and boolean operations (Menu access: Objects
Boolean) provided.
The TEM cell was modelled simply as a cuboid or brick, (figure 3-5) with dimen-
sions 1., , l andl, in the x-, y- and z-directions respectively. The wave-guide length,
IX, was set to 6 cm. The height, l, was set to 2.5 cm, the combined height of a vial
in the Rohacella bed, as measured with a vernier calipers. The width of the model,,
is the width of the copper plate and is equal to 6 cm, also measured with a vernier
calipers. The cuboid material was specified as "vacuum" (same as free space or air).
The saline and vial were each modelled as cylinders as shown in figures 3-6 and 3-
7. The vial material was a preset material, Pyrex (table 3.10). Saline was modelled
using the parameters c' and tan 6, where c' is the real part of the complex permittivity
(section 2.2) and tan 3 is the ratio of the imaginary and real parts of the complex
permittivity. The values used are summarized in table 3.10.
6 Relative permittivity and permeability of a material are the values of those properties relative
to the permittivity/permeability of free space (Eo, yo
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Figure 3-5: Model for TEM cell. Cuboid measures I, = 6 cm in the x-direction,
Ly = 7 cm in the y-direction and l = 2.5 cm in the z-direction.
Figure 3-6: Model for Vial. The cylinder is hollow and contains a second cylinder
(figure 3-7) representing saline. The cylinder "touches" the upper z-directed surface,
which represents the upper face of the TEM cell. The outer diameter and height
are 11.5 cm and 18.5 cm and the thickness is 0.5 cm.
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Figure 3-7: Model for saline. The cylinder is hollow and is centered on the center on
the vial. The diameter and height are 10.5 cm and 17.5 cm.
Table 3.10: CST Microwave Studio® material parameters for Pyrex and saline.
Material Pyrex Saline
Type Normal Normal
Permittivity 74.78co (915 MHz)
(E'; real) 4.82co 74.3644o (2.45 GHz)
tan 6 0.7039 at 915 MHz
(constant fit) at0.3224 at 2.45 GHz
Permeability AO Po
The vial was inserted into the cell and the sample into the vial, such that the vial
became a hollow cylinder, and that the vial and sample "displaced" the material of the
cell (figure 3-7). The vial model dimensions were 11.5 cm [(outer) diameter], 0.5 cm
[thickness] and 18.5 cm [(outer) height]. The saline model dimensions were 10.5 cm
[diameter] and 17.5 cm [height].
The frequency sweep (Menu access: Solve - Frequency), boundary conditions
(Menu access: Solve - Boundary Conditions), wave-guide ports (Menu access:
Solve - Waveguide Ports)and field monitors (Menu access: Solve -- Field
Monitors) were then set.
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Table 3.11: CST Microwave Studio@ frequency settings.
Desired Frequency Setting (GHz)
Frequency Minimum Maximum
915 MHz 0 2.5
2.45 GHz 1.5 3
Table 3.12: CST Microwave Studio® boundary conditions. Boundary conditions
determine whether a face will be treated as a perfect electric (tangential electric field,
Et = 0) or magnetic conductor (tangential magnetic field, Ht = 0).
Surface Condition
x-directed Et = 0
y-directed Ht = 0
z-directed Et = 0
The discretization mesh settings (Menu access: Mesh - Global Mesh Prop-
erties) were then changed, applied and updated, so that the mesh was most dense in
the area modelling the sample. A small mesh in the waveguide was unncessary, since
it is modelled as a vacuum and should not change the fields.
Table 3.13: CST Microwave Studio@ mesh settings.
Lines per wavelenth : 30
Lower mesh limit : 30
Mesh line ratio limit :yes, 50
Automatic mesh generation: yes
Two ports (ports 1 and 2) were created on the x-directed surfaces of the TEM
cell (Menu access: Solve - Ports). A i-polarized TEM wave propogating in
the x-direction was used as the incident RF-wave.
Finally, a transient solver was used (Menu access: Solve -- Transient Solver),
with an accuracy of -60dB and source, port 1.
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Chapter 4
Results & Discussion
In this section, we present and discuss the results as follows:
Section 4.1
Equipment photographs and modifications.
in chapter 3.
Results of experiments described
Section 4.2
Model photographs. Power transmission graphs and absorption percentages.
Electric field distribution.
4.1 Experimental Set-up & Results
Figure 4-1 shows the equipment set-up described in chapter 3. Due to the size of
the coaxial cables, there was a significant gap between the oven door and its base.
Also, the cooling system for the power amplifier created significant drafts around the
equipment. Therefore, in order to minimize the leakage of colder air into the oven
through the sides of the door, the oven was partially surrounded by a paper curtain.
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Figure 4-1: Experimental setup. From left to right: oven containing TEM cell and
cooler; open area containing coupler, power sensors and temperature sensor (sup-
porting sheet obscures other devices); power source and meters (from top to bottom:
single and dual input power meters, thermometer, signal generator; power amplifier);
computer with MATLAB 7®.
The TEM cell' is shown in figure 4-2, with the cooler 2 located on the top of the
cell, between bolts that are part of the structure of the TEM cell. A number of cables
are also visible.
The power and control cables for the cooler (foreground) connect to the cooler
controller and power supply. (Neither item is shown here.) The coaxial cables (black
with yellow tags) are located to the left rear and right front of the cell, and connect
the TEM cell to the amplifier and to the sensor for the single input power meter.
The thin black cable in figure 4-2 (left foreground) is the thermometer probe,
shown magnified in figure 4-3. Figure 4-3 also shows the hole that was drilled in the
door of the TEM cell in order to accommodate the probe, and the funnel used to
penetrate the septum of each vial (Figure 4-4) used in the cell.
'For a full description of the TEM cell, see section 3.1.1
2For a description of the role of the cooler in this system, see section 3.1.4
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Figure 4-2: TEM cell situated in the oven. A sensor probe passes through the door
of the cell and exits the bottom left of the photograph to connect to the thermome-
ter (not visible here). Other cables supply power and connectivity to the cooler
(foreground) and connect the TEM cell to the amplifier and meter as described in
section 3.1.3. A mercury thermometer is attached to the TEM cell with tape and
allows manual determination of the ambient temperature.
Figure 4-3: A close-up of the door of the TEM cell, showing the hole, the probe, and
the funnel used to insert the probe into the vial.
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Figure 4-4: A vial containing 1.5 cc of saline. Also shown is the funnel used to insert
the probe into the vial.
Temperature and power levels for samples with and without active cooling
Figure 4-5 demonstrates the need for active cooling in this system.
Time course of temperature for 0.915 GHz, -6.5 dBm and 2.45 GHz, -6.5 dBm, over a period of one hour
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2.45 GHz, -6.5 dBm, without cooler or oven
Figure 4-5: Time evolution of saline sample temperature for 915 MHz and 2.45 GHz
frequencies and a signal generator power level of -6.5 dBm. The upper pair of curves
was generated with cooler control at 50 0C and the lower pair, without cooler control
at ambient temperature.
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Without an active cooling mechanism, there was a marked temperature increase
at both frequencies (lower pair of curves).Initially, the temperature increases rapidly
but stabilizes after approximately 25 minutes (1500 seconds).
As demonstrated by the upper pair of curves in figure 4-5, the cooler maintained
sample temperature at close to the specified 50 *C for the same period (1 hour).
However, previous experiments utilizing the same equipment [19] demonstrated that
the system was capable of maintaining temperature at about 50.5 'C ± 0.5 *C at the
the frequencies and power level used here, even during the initial transition period
(first 25 minutes). Re-application of thermal paste and readjustment of the cooler
thermistor produced some improvement in the response, with no changes in cooler
operation. The most improved temperature profiles are those shown here (figure 4-5).
Time course of incident power for 0.915 GHz, -6.5 dBm and 2.45 GHz, -6.5 dBm, over a period of one hour
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Figure 4-6: Time evolution of measured incident power for 915 MHz (upper pair of
curves) and 2.45 GHz frequencies and a signal generator power level of -6.5 dBm.
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Time course of reflected power for 0.915 GHz, -6.5 dBm and 2.45 GHz, -6.5 dBm, over a period of one hour
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Figure 4-7: Time evolution of measured reflected power for 915 MHz (upper pair of
curves) and 2.45 GHz frequencies and a signal generator power level of -6.5 dBm.
These results suggest that periodic re-application of the thermal paste is neces-
sary, as the paste may dry with time and result in lower thermal conductivity. The
cooler thermistor should also be checked at intervals to ensure that the connecting
screw is sufficently tight. Other reasons for the deterioration in response are cur-
rently unknown but this cooler model may be unsuitable for long term operation
under the conditions indicated. At higher temperatures and power levels, the larger
currents required to maintain the temperature may accelerate the degradation of the
thermoelectric component.
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Time course of transmitted power for 0.915 GHz, -6.5 dBm and 2.45 GHz, -6.5 dBm, over a period of one hour
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Figure 4-8: Time evolution of measured transmitted power for 915 MHz (upper pair
of curves) and 2.45 GHz frequencies and a signal generator power level of -6.5 dBm.
Time course of reflection coefficient for 0.915 GHz, -6.5 dBm and 2.45 GHz, -6.5 dBm, over a period of one hour
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Figure 4-9: Time evolution of calculated reflection coefficient. This calculation should
be unaffected by the coupler attenuation, since both measurements are altered.
These results suggest that periodic re-application of the thermal paste is neces-
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sary, as the paste may dry with time and result in lower thermal conductivity. The
cooler thermistor should also be checked at intervals to ensure that the connecting
screw is sufficently tight. Other reasons for the deterioration in response are cur-
rently unknown but this cooler model may be unsuitable for long term operation
under the conditions indicated. At higher temperatures and power levels, the larger
currents required to maintain the temperature may accelerate the degradation of the
thermoelectric component.
Time course of transmission coefficient for 0.915 GHz, -6.5 dBm and 2.45 GHz, -6.5 dBm, over a period of one hour
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Figure 4-10: Time evolution of calculated "transmission coefficient". The actual
transmission coefficient is negative and closer 0 dB when the system stabilizes. The
difference seen here is due to the coupler attenuation incorporated into the measured
incident power.
Figures 4-6, 4-7 and 4-8 show the measured incident, reflected and transmitted
power levels corresponding to the temperature plot in figure 4-5. The data suggests
that the observed power levels are not temperature dependent, since the power level
response in both the temperature-controlled and uncontrolled cases follows the same
trend, i.e. power level increases with time. The increase is most obvious for incident
and transmitted power, and especially for 915 MHz.
The absolute difference in power level between plots of the same frequency is on
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the order of 1 dBm and may be due to changes in the tension of cable or sensor con-
nections or instrument level drift. Both experiments without the cooler were run on
the same day. Subsequently, some cable and sensor connections were changed for dif-
ferent experiments and the apparatus reassembled before the temperature-controlled
experiments were performed, each on different days. Also, the signal generator out-
put was observed to drift by 0.01 to 0.02 dBm, further contributing to fluctuations
in power level. The time-variation of power level was actually due to the "warm-up"
time for the power amplifier, whose power output tended to stabilize about fifteen
to thirty minutes after the signal generator was turned on. The process of analyzing
and quantifying these effects was beyond the scope of the study and these effects are
noted here only as possible sources of error.
On the other hand, figures 4-6 to 4-10 do demonstrate a frequency-dependent
response -- for 915 MHz, the incident and transmitted power are both higher and the
reflected power lower than for 2.45 GHz. This fact indicates that any figures of merit
but be calculated based on frequency and may not be averaged over the frequencies.
The data also suggests that a signal generator power level setting of -6.5 dBm may
too high for a frequency of 915 MHz since the transmitted power reading meets and
slightly exceeds the 25 W (44 dBm) limit on the power amplifier output and on the
related power sensor (figure 4-8). Also, transmitted and reflected power readings
appear to be less stable at 915 MHz than at 2.45 GHz.
Temperature and power levels for vials with and without saline
Figure 4-11 again indicates a cooler-response issue that should be addressed, while
figures 4-12 to 4-16 seem further emphasize the frequency-dependent nature of the
system.
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Time course of temperature for calibration and sample set-ups, for a period of one hour
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Figure 4-11: Time evolution of temperature for one hour of radiation exposure for
the set-up with and without saline samples.
In figure 4-12, there are four pairs of curves: (from top to bottom) 915 MHz
-6.5 dBm, 2.45 GHz -6.5 dBm, 915 MHz -9 dBm and 2.45 GHz, -9 dBm. While
alternate pairs (1 and 3, 2 and 4) were generated at signal generator settings that
were 2.5 dBm apart, the difference in measured incident power readings is greater
than 2.5 dBm for 915 MHz and smaller than 2.5 dBm for 2.45 GHz.
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Time course of incident power for calibration and sample set-ups, for a period of one hour
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Figure 4-12: Time evolution of measured incident power for one hour of radiation
exposure for the set-up with and without saline samples.
However, figures 4-13 and 4-14 indicate instability at 915 MHz -6.5 dBm. By
instability, we mean here an erratic change not in keeping with the general trend of
the data for the given curve or for other similar curves.
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Time course of reflected power for calibration and sample set-ups, for a period of one hour
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Figure 4-13: Time evolution of measured reflected power for one hour of radiation
exposure for the set-up with and without saline samples.
Time course of transmitted power for calibration and sample set-ups, for a period of one hour
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Figure 4-14: Time evolution of measured transmitted power for one hour of radiation
exposure for the set-up with and without saline samples.
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Time course of reflection coefficient for calibration and sample set-ups, for a period of one hour
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Figure 4-15: Time evolution of calculated reflection coefficient for one hour of radia-
tion exposure for the set-up with and without saline samples.
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Figure 4-16: Time evolution of calculated transmission coefficient for one hour of
radiation exposure for the set-up with and without saline samples.
This data calls into question
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1. the stability of the amplifier at -6.5 dBm for 915 MHz - there are variations
in reflected and transmitted power for times less than 2500 seconds, which are
not seen at the other frequency or the other power level.
2. the reliability of the data from the sensor measuring transmitted power - the
final value of transmitted power is greater than 44 dBm, which is above the
rated upper limit for the sensor, and greater than the maximum rated output
for the amplifier.
Although, a precise determination of cause and effect is not attempted here, we
assert that any contribution by the amplifier to the instability is small in comparison
to that of the transmitted power sensor. Determination of the relative contributions
of these effects required two more graphs, one a measure of the reflection coefficient
and the other, a measure of the transmission coefficient.
The reflection coefficient (figure 4-15) is the difference between the measured re-
flected and incident powers in dBm, while the transmission coefficent (figure 4-16) is
the difference between the measured transmitted and incident powers. This reflection
coefficient is close to its true value, since both reflected and incident power are offset
by the coupler gain. However, the transmission coefficient plotted here differs from
its real value by a combination of the coupler gain and attenuation by the TEM cell3 .
In figure 4-15, we see that the reflection coefficient remains stable and almost con-
stant during the entire period of observation in all cases except 915 MHz -6.5 dBm. If
the primary cause of instability were the amplifier, we would expect that the incident
power would also show some instability and that the the reflection coefficient would
be more stable for the special case. Figure 4-16 shows us that, unlike the reflection
coefficient, the transmission coefficient is not constant for the period of observation,
but that it changes gradually and smoothly for less than 1000 seconds in all cases
except 915 MHz -6.5 dBm. From this data, we hypothesize that
1. the power sensor measuring transmitted power needs to "warm up" for between
3 1f we assume that the TEM cell attenuation is small and we assume the coaxial cables are
lossless, this implied that the coupler gain lies between -28.4 dBm and -28.9 dBm for 915 MHz
and between -27.8 dBm and -28 dBm for 2.45 GHz
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15 and 20 minutes, before reliable data may be taken.
2. for a signal generator setting of 915 MHz -6.5 dBm, the overall impedance of the
same sensor and its meter varies initially such that the overall impedance of the
system is affected, cause a corresponding change in the reflected measurement
and reflection coefficient.
Table 4.1 provides the power absorbed by the "loss-less" sample - an empty vial
and rohacell bed. Actual incident and reflected power were approximated by GcP 1 and
GcP, where Gc is the nominal coupler gain, and the absorbed power was calculated
using equation 2.61. Average power levels are calculated by first converting recorded
values (dBm) to watts and then averaging the last half-hour of the data set.
The power absorbed here is seems significant but indicates not only that there
are losses in the system but also that the nominal coupler gain may be not be 30 dB
at 915 MHz and 2.45 GHz. Since the coupler variation is ±2.20 dB (total), and a vari-
ation of 1 dB changes the linear gain by a factor of 1.2589, this method of calculating
the absorption would be very inaccurate. Therefore, while the data indicates that the
saline absorption should be calculated relative to the absorption of the empty vial, it
is not possible to calculate either value using the coupler gain.
Table 4.1: Absorbed power, PA,, for rohacell bed and vial (no saline), assuming 30 dBm
coupler gain, Gc, for frequency, f, (GHz) and signal generator power level, PsG.
f PSG,dBm PI PR
-9 0.017947908 1.93557 x 10-06
0.915 -6.5 0.032525383 3.44446 x 10-06
-9 0.014820129 2.44719 x 10-42.45 -6.5 0.020988814 3.49867 x 10-4
f PSG,dBm GcP [ GcPR PA
-9 17.94790817 0.001935574 5.52163712
-6.5 32.52538315 0.003444462 7.299275512
2.45 -9 14.82012945 0.244718968 5.201387694
-6.5 20.98881385 0.349867346 7.321905338
An alternative methodology was developed, which calculates the saline absorption
as the difference between the "S data" absorption and the "NS data" absorption where
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S data and NS data are respectively the data sets for samples with saline and without
saline.
First, we noticed that the measured average incident power was not guaranteed to
be equal for any two experiments performed at the same power level and frequency.
This fact required that the NS data be normalized to the S data for the same power
level and frequency. Normalization involved
1. calculating a normalization factor, aN, which is the ratio of the measured inci-
dent power for the S data to that for the NS data (equation 4.1)
2. multiplying the measured incident, reflected and transmitted power (in watts)
for the NS data by aN to give the normalized values
aN (4.1)
PI,NS
To find absorption using equation 2.61, three values were needed - incident, re-
flected and transmitted power. While transmitted power can be assumed to be equal
to the measured transmitted power, both the incident and reflected values were un-
known, since the nominal coupler gain was be insufficiently accurate. We reduced
this to one unknown - the incident power - by recognizing that the reflection coeffi-
cient, F in equation 3.8, was accurate. Equation 2.61 was rewritten as
A4= (I - F)I -T (4.2)
We then assumed that the NS data was truly loss-less so the actual incident power
for both S data and normalized NS (NS) data was approximated as the normalized
transmitted power.
P1,s = PI,NS = PT,NS (4.3)
The absorption for both the S data and NS data was then calculated from 4.2 and
the actual saline absorption taken to be the difference between the two values.
PA,s = (1 - FS) PT,NS - PT,S (4.4)
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PA,NS (1 - ENS) PT,NS - PT,NS (4.5)
PA PA,S - PANS (4.6)
Equations 4.4 to 4.6 were rewritten in a more compact way (equations 4.7 to 4.9)
to make calculations simpler.
PA - APT - AF - PT,NS (4.7)
APT = PT,NS - PT,S (4.8)
Al = rNS - S (4.9)
The results of the calculations represented by equations 4.7 to 4.9 are shown in
tables 4.2 and 4.3, as are values for specific absorption rate and percentage absorption,
which were calculated using equations 2.59, 2.60 and 4.10. Again, data used for these
calculations was taken from the last half hour of each data set.
%PA -P PA (4.10)
P1 PT,NS
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Table 4.2: Average incident, reflected and transmitted power and average reflection
coefficient for -9 and -6.5 dBm, and 0.915 and 2.45 GHz. The experiment type, ET,
is either WS - measurements taken without saline in vial - S - measurements taken
with saline in vial - or NS - measurements taken without saline, normalized to value
with saline. Frequency, f, is measured in GHz.
f PdBm ET P, PR PT F
WS 0.017947908 1.93557 x 10-6 12.42433547 0.000107844
-9 NS 0.01804661 1.94622 x 10-6 12.49266091 0.000107844
S 0.01804661 1.72687 x 10-6 12.44799019 9.56893 x 10-
0.915 WS 0.032525383 3.44446 x 10-6 25.22266318 0.000105901
-6.5 NS 0.03270531 3.46352 x 10-6 25.36219197 0.000105901
S 0.03270531 2.3267 x 10-6 25.13613641 7.11413 x 10-
WS 0.014820129 2.44719 x 10-4 9.374022786 0.016512607
-9 NS 0.014869937 2.45541 x 10-4 9.405526746 0.016512607
S 0.014869937 2.97945 x 10-4 8.967917485 0.02003675
2.45 WS 0.020988814 3.49867 x 10-4 13.31704116 0.016669229
-6.5 NS 0.021068918 3.51203 x 10-4 13.36786609 0.016669229
S 0.021068918 4.58755 x 10-4 12.75786425 0.021774011
Table 4.3: Absorbed power in watts, PA, S.A.R. (W kg-1), and absorbed power as
a percentage of normalized transmitted power, %PA (unit-less). Also shown are the
AT and Al' used to calculate PA. Frequency, f, is measured in GHz.
f PSG,dBm APT A
-9 0.044670713 1.21547 x 10-5
0.915 -6.5 0.226055557 3.47594 x 10'
--9 0.437609261 -3.524143 x 10-3
2.45 -6.5 0.610001837 -5.104781 x 10--
f PSG,dBm PA S.A.R. %PA
-9 0.044518869 29.82638944 0.3575756
0.915 -6.5 0.225173982 150.860232 0.8878333
2.45 -9 0.470755684 315.3930617 5.00509642.4_ -6.5 0.678241872 454.4029694 5.0736734
Errors in the results displayed in tables 4.2 and 4.3 should be due primarily to
either quantization or the "no loss" assumption for the case without saline (NS data).
Significant quantization errors should occur mainly for 915MHz where, for the
same incident power, the S data and NS data often differed by only 0.02 to 0.03 dBm.
Since the resolution of the meter is 0.01 dB, power levels where the same measure-
ment was recorded may actually have differed by almost 0.01 dB, so the maximum
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quantization error in APT would be 0.005 dB for PTNS and also 0.005 dB for PTNS-
This value is the same as 0.1152% of EPT, where EPT is
EPT = PT,NS + PT,S (4.11)
The other main type of error is the error in the incident power. The method-
ology summarized in equations 4.7 to 4.9 assumed that, for samples without saline
(empty vial), the normalized transmitted power, PT,Ns, was equal to the actual in-
cident power. The error in the absorption due to this assumption is therefore equal
to AF times the difference between the actual incident power and PT,NS. If we assume
that the incident power was actually equal to 2 PT,NS (a 3 dB difference in value), then
the error in the incident power would also be PT,NS and the error in the absorbed
power would be Al? - PT,NS-
Both the quantization and incident power errors for the data shown in tables 4.2
and 4.3 are shown in table 4.4.
Table 4.4: Errors in calculated absorption; EQ is the absorption error due to quantiza-
tion; protectEI,3dB is the absorption error where the actual incident power is twice the
approximate incident power (3 dB difference). Values prefixed with "%" represent
the error as a percentage of the calculated absorption. Frequency, f, is measured in
GHz.
f PSG,dBm EPT _ Q _ _Q
0.915 -9 24.9406511 0.028730521 64.53560452
-6.5 50.49832838 0.058171829 25.83416985
2.45 -9 18.37344423 0.021165391 4.496045732
-6.5 26.12573033 0.03009568 4.437307837
f PSG,dBm EI,3dB %EI,3dB
0.915 -9 0.000151845 0.341078995
-6.5 0.000881575 0.391508286
2.45 9 -0.033146423 -7.041109536
-6.5 -0.068240035 -10.06131266
As a percentage of absorption, quantization errors are much larger for 915 MHz
than for 2.45 GHz, and are larger for lower power levels. The errors are so significant
that effort should be made to procure more precise instruments if future work is to be
done at 915 MHz or at lower power levels. The error in the incident power produces
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larger percentage errors for 2.45 GHz than for 915 MHz and the sum of the errors
for 2.45 GHz is less than half of the smaller error for 915 MHz. While the error
for 2.45 MHz is acceptable, further study should be undertaken to determine a range
for the incident power at each frequency, perhaps as a percentage of the nominal
signal generator setting, PSG,dBm-
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4.2 Modelling results
Figures 4-17, 4-18, 4-19 and 4-20 show electric permittivity of saline, as calculated by
CST Microwave Studio®. The model used by the program is not the same as that
the Klein-Swift model[15, as may be seen by comparing figure 4-17 with figure 4-19,
and figure 4-18 with figure 4-20.
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Figure 4-17: Real and imaginary parts of the electric permittivity as a function of
frequency (915 MHz simulation). The curve is closely fitted to the parameters set -
6' = 74.79 (from graph) compared with e' = 74.78 (table 3.10).
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Figure 4-18: tan 6 value for the electric permittivity, as a function of frequency
(915 MHz simulation). Value from curve (0.7039) is the same as the setting (ta-
ble 3.10).
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Figure 4-20: tan 6 value for the electric permittivity, as a function of frequency
(2.45 GHz simulation). Value from curve (0.3224) is the same as the setting (ta-
ble 3.10).
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For each pair of graphs (figures 4-17 and 4-19, and 4-18 and 4-20), we see that
neither the shape of the graphs nor the values of c' and tan 6 match at 2.45 GHz.
Therefore, any measurements taken from the graphs will be valid only for the appro-
priate simulation and frequency.
We obtain values for percentage absorption, A% by finding the diffence between
the balance graphs (figures 4-21 and 4-22) and 1. Therefore, A% is 0.2% at 915 MHz
and 7.32% at 2.45 GHz.
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Figure 4-21: Energy balance as a function of frequency (915 MHz simulation). Ab-
sorption: 0.2% at 915 MHz.
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For each pair of graphs (figures 4-17 and 4-19, and 4-18 and 4-20), we see that
neither the shape of the graphs nor the values of E' and tan 6 match at 2.45 GHz.
Therefore, any measurements taken from the graphs will be valid only for the appro-
priate simulation and frequency.
We obtain values for percentage absorption, A% by finding the diffence between
the balance graphs (figures 4-21 and 4-22) and 1. Therefore, A% is 0.2% at 915 MHz
and 7.32% at 2.45 GHz.
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Figure 4-21: Energy balance as a function of frequency (915 MHz simulation). Ab-
sorption: 0.2% at 915 MHz.
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Figure 4-22: Energy balance as a function of frequency (2.45 GHz simulation). Ab-
sorption: 7.32% at 2.45 GHz.
The values calculated from figures 4-21 and 4-22 are close to those calculated
from experiment: 0.36% at 915 MHz and 5.0% at 2.45 GHz, both at -9 dBm. Values
calculated at this particular power level should be considered more accurate due to
the observed instability and uncertainty in measurements for 915 MHz, -6.5 dBm.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion & Recommendations
We have successfully developed a system suitable for use in studies of the non-thermal
effects of RF-ID radiation on biologics. Using this system, we were able to control
and record the temperature of samples under test and to record power level data that
allowed calculation of absorbed power and specific absorption rate.
Without active cooling, the temperature of saline samples exposed to RF radiation
rose by up to 12'C in ten minutes, from ambient temperature. With active cooling,
the temperature typically stabilized to within 10C of the desired value for periods up
to an hour. Maintaining proper cooling will require regular maintenance, including
changing the layer of thermal paste between the cooler and the TEM cell, and re-
tightening of the thermistor connector of the cooler. Use of a different cooler is also
indicated, as tighter temperature control is desired.
Even in those samples where temperature control was utilized, the incident and
transmitted power level took up to up to 30 minutes to stabilize, indicating that
the system should be further tested to determine how the power level varies over
longer periods, and that RF exposure periods in future research should be longer
than one hour. Regardless of exposure time, the first half-hour of data should always
be discarded when performing calculations.
Due to losses in the system and an amplifier gain flatness of t2 dB, the power
incident on the sample was not necessarily the product of the nominal amplifier gain
and the signal generator output power level. The incident power was typically less
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than this product, even without saline in the vial, and this effect appeared to be
frequency-dependent. There is also a transient frequency-dependent instability in the
transmitted power level at the limit of the power sensor, indicating that
- power levels should be limited to values below the sensor limits, possibly by
1 dB or more
- the power sensors should also be allowed sufficient "warm-up" time before sensor
readings are used in calculations
Given that there were losses in the system even with the "loss-less" components,
the absorption was and should be consistently calculated relative to the loss-less
case. The percentage absorption values calculated from the experimental data were
reasonably close to those produced by simulation - 0.36% vs 0.2% (915 MHz) and
5.0% vs 7.32% (2.45 GHz) - indicating that the methodology developed for calculating
absorption was reasonable. However, the accuracy of the results was limited by the
precision of the power meters, the lack of which produced significant quantization
errors.
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Appendix A
Hardware Implementation
A.1 Specifications
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Item Make and Model Description
A Agilent 82357A USB/GPIB interface for Windows. Use re-
quires a computer running an appropriate
Microsoft Windows® operating system, and
that has at least one USB (universal serial
bus) port. The computer should also have a
CD-ROM drive, as the device requires driver
installation before use; drivers are included
on a CD-ROM.
B Cable X-perts CXP1318FN 50Q, low loss, 3 ft coaxial cable with "N"
male connectors; 80'C; rated for direct burial.
Minimum quantity required: 4
C Dell PC Computer running Microsoft Windows(
2000 and MATLAB@ 7 (custom install).
Should meet minimum requirements for
MATLAB® installation. See appendix B for
minimum MATLAB® library requirements
D Hewlett Packard 438A Dual input power meter with remote capabil-
ities and 5-ft sensor cables; Remote control
interface: GPIB.
E Hewlett Packard 437B Single input power meter with remote capa-
bilities and 5-ft sensor cables; Remote control
interface: GPIB.
Item Make and Model Description
F Hewlett Packard 8482A 100 mW coaxial power sensor; range: 1 puW
to 100 mW (-30 dBm to +20 dBm)
G Hewlett Packard 8482B 25 W coaxial power sensor; range: 1 W to
25 W (0 dBm to +44 dBm)
H Ipitek Lumitherm LT-X5R Fiber optic thermometer rack-mount pro-
cessing unit with remote capabilities. Re-
quires at least one temperature sensor (LT-
X5-RS/LT-X5-TS/LT-X5-BS) and monitor-
ing software. (Lumitherm®) software is pro-
vided by manufacturer (CD-ROM) for mon-
itoring and calibration. Remote use requires
a computer with at least one network (Eth-
ernet) port (RJ45 connector).
I Ipitek Lumitherm LT- Fiber optic sensor probe. Length: 2 m; tip
X5RS-02-50 length: 50 cm; tip diameter: 500 pm. Mini-
mum quantity: 1
J MECA 722N-30-1.650W Dual directional coupler. Attentuation to
coupled ports: 30 dBm. Frequency range:
800 MHz to 2.5 GHz. Total coupling varia-
tion: ±2.20 dB
K Montena TEM-F3000 Closed TEM cell for measurements up to
3 GHz. Frequency range: 0 Hz to 3 GHz.
Maximum input power: 400 W. Impedance:
50 Q. Wave impedance: 377 Q. Maximum
electric field strength: 6 kV/m.
L New Brunswick Scientific Environmental incubator shaker [no manual
Company G24 or other references available]
M Ophir 515IR Linear power radio-frequency amplifier
(rack-mount). Frequency range: 800 MHz
to 2.5 GHz. Saturated output power:
25 W. Minimum small signal gain: +45 dB.
Small signal gain flatness: ±2.0 dB (max).
Input/Output impedance: 50 Q (nominal).
Maximum RF input: +10 dBm
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Item Make and Model Description
N Rhode & Schwarz SML03 Frequency range: 9 kHz to 3.3 GHz. Fre-
quency resolution: 1 Hz. Power level range:
-140 dBm to +13 dBm. Power level res-
olution: 1 dBm. Characteristic impedance:
50 Q
0 TE Technology TC-24-25 Thermo-electric cooler temperature con-
RS232 troller and power supply. Requires com-
puter with at least one RS-232 (COM)
port. Requires computer with 3.5 inch
floppy disk drive and Microsoft Windows®
95/98/XP/NT for control program instal-
lation and operation. Temperature control
range: -20'C to 100'C. Operating tempera-
ture range: 0*C to 65'C
P TE Technology CP-031-2 Thermo-electric cooler. Power capacity rat-
ing: 31 W
Q TE Technology TP-1 Thermal paste
R GPIB cables. Minimum quantity required: 2
S COM (RS-232) extension male/female cable
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Appendix B
Software Implementation
Appendix B details instructions for software use (Section B.1) and all final versions
of the software implementation for the project (Section B.2).
B.1 Instructions
The software included in this appendix requires a complete installation of MATLAB
version 6 or above for correct execution. The following built-in MATLAB functions
may not be included in "compact" installations of MATLAB but are required for
correct operation of the software in Section B.2:
1. VISA: The visa function is used here to create visa-gpib objects for communica-
tion with the power meters and signal generated specified in Section A.1. The
software protocol used for communicating with these devices is IEEE 488.1.
2. SERIAL: The serial function creates a serial object, used here for communica-
tion with the thermo-electric cooler specified in Section A.1. While the data
interconnection standard is RS-232 (e.g. COMI port of a desktop computer
and DE-9 connectors), the device language is non-standard, and is specified by
the hardware manufacturer.
3. TCPIP: The tcpip creates a tcpip object, used here for communication with
the fiber-optic thermometer specified in Section A.1. The data interconnection
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standard is TCP/IP (e.g. a network port of a desktop computer, typically
Ethernet with RJ-45 connectors), the device language is non-standard, and is
specified by the hardware manufacturer.
These functions are typically found in the instrument control toolbox. Anyone wishing
to implement this system and use this software should at least:
1. Install an appropriate version of MATLAB. MATLAB is a product of The
Mathworks, Inc. For information on products and pricing, visit their website
at http://www.mathworks.com.
2. Ensure that the functions listed on pp. 87-88 are valid MATLAB functions.
B.2 Code
Software for the project was written for the MATLAB computing environment. This
section lists final versions of all MATLAB functions and scripts written and used.
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ACK
function[result=ack()
%ACK Acknovirledge transmission character for TE (therno-electric) cooler
%'6controller,
%
% A=ACK returns the acknowledge character.
% See also CTL, ETX, STX.
% Author: Felicia Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006 10
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
result='-';
ADJUSTTEMPERATURE
function[val]=asciicode(val, mode)
%ASCIICODE Determine the ASCII code of a single number or character
% A = ASCIICODE(X) is the ASCII code in HEX notation of the character or
% digit X. Numbers outside the digits 0 to 9 and strings of rrore than
one character are not valid inputs to thtis function and will result in
% an error.
%
% A = ASCIICODE(X, 'mode') finds the ASCII code for the character or
% digit X in the notation indicated by 'rode'. Legal valUes for more are 10
% HEX - hexadecimal - and DEC - decicmal. A = ASCIICODE(X, 'hex') is
% identical to A = ASCIICODE(X).
% See also ISHEX, HEX2BIN, BIN2HEX, HEX2DEC, DEC2HEX
% Author: Felicia Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - Juce 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
% First check for errors or omissions 20
% 1 Only one or 2 inputs are allowed
% 2 The default mode is hex, if only one input
3 mode -rust be a st-ring; val rmust be a string or a number.
% Only dec and hex are valid rodes: val must be one digit/ character.
if(nargin>2 Inargin<l)
error('Invalid number of inputs');
elseif(nargin==1)
mode='hex';
elseif(~(ischar(val) I isnumeric(val)))
error('Value must be a character or number'); 30
elseif(~ischar(mode))
error('Mode must be a string. Enter ''dec'' (decimal) or ''hex'' (hexadecimal)');
elseif(~(lower(mode)=='dec' I lower(mode)=='hex'))
error('Enter ''dec'' (decimal) or ''hex'' (hexadecimal)');
else
if(isnumeric(val))
val=nurn2str(val);
end
s=size(val);
if(s(1)~=l I s(2) =1 ) 40
error('Must be single digit or character');
end
end
% Find the ASCII code in decinmal; if hex value needed, convert
val=double(val);
if(lower(mode)=='hex')
val=dec2hex(val);
end
ASCIICODE
function[val]=asciicode(val, mode)
%ASCIICODE Determinice the ASCII code of a single numnber or character
% A = ASCIICODE(X) is the ASCII code in HEX notation of the character or
% digit X. NUmbers outside the digits 0 to 9 and strings of more than
% one character are not valid inprcts to this function and will result in
%o an error.
% A = ASCIICODE(X, 'mcode') finds the ASCII rode for the character or
% digit X in the notation indicated by 'ccmode Legal values for maore are 10
% HEX - hexadccimal - and DEC - decinal A = ASCIICODE(X. 'hex') is
% identical to A = ASCIICODE(X).
% See also ISHEX, HEX2BN, BIN2HEX, HEX2DEC, DEC2HEX
% Author: Felicia C>x
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% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
% First check for errors or omissions 20
% 1 Only one or 2 inputs are alloied
% 2 The default mode is hex, if only one input
% 3 mode must be a string; val must be a string or a number.
% Only dec and hex are valid rmodes; val roust be one digit/character.
if(nargin>2 Inargin<1)
error('Invalid number of inputs');
elseif(nargin==1)
mode='hex';
elseif(~(ischar(val) I isnumeric(val)))
error('Value must be a character or number'); 30
elseif(~ischar(mode))
error('Mode must be a string. Enter ''dec'' (decimal) or ''hex'' (hexadecimal)');
elseif(~(lower(mode)=='dec' I lower(mode)=='hex'))
error('Enter ''dec'' (decimal) or ''hex'' (hexadecimal)');
else
if(isnumeric(val))
val=nurn2str(val);
end
s=size(val);
if(s(1)~=1 I s(2) ~=l )0
error('Must be single digit or character');
end
end
% Find the ASCII code in decirmal; if hex value needed, convert
val=double(val);
if(lower(mode)=='hex')
val=dec2hex(val);
end
BIN2HEX
function[val=bin2hex(val)
%BIN2HEX Converts binary string into hxadeciial
% B = BIN2HEX(X) converts a binary striny X into hexadecirral notation
% See also BIN2DEC, DEC2HEX, HEX2BIN
% Author: Felicia Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project 10
val=dec2hex(bin2dec(val)):
CALCESAR
function[E, SAR]=calcESAR(power,volume,frequency, temperaturesalinity)
%CALCESAR Calculates the E field and SAlR of a salin sarrple given its
%absorbd power, volure, frequency, temiperature and salinity.
% [E,SARJ=CALCESAR(P,V,T,S) calculates thb E(lrctric) field and sperific
% absorption rate (SAR) for a sarmple of saline giver. the power
% absorbed by the samnple, P, the frequency of the radiation that the
% sample is exposed to, F, and the volumre, V, termperature, T, and
% salinity, S of the sariplc.
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% Author: Felicia Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
% Check for errors:
% 1 All inputs needed (aid must be scalar nmbers
if(nargin~=5)
error('All inputs required.');
elseif( isnumeric(power) -isnumeric(volume) ~isnumeric(frequency) ~isnumeric(temperature) ~isnumeric(salinity))
error('All inputs must be numeric.'); 20
elseif(length(power) =1 1 length(volume)~=1 length(frequency)~=1 length(temperature) =1 I length(salinity) =1)
error('All inputs must be scalar');
end
rho=rholatm(temperature.salinity);
mass = rho*volume;
[epssig] =epssw(frequency.temperature.salinity);
SAR=power/mass;
E=sqrt(rho*SAR/sig);
CALCESARD
function[ESARdensity]=calcESARD(power,mass,volume,cond)
%CALCESARD Calculates the E field, SAR and density of a sariple given its
%absorbed power, nass, volirre and conductivity.
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% fE,SAR,RHOJ=CALCESARD(P,MV,C) calculates the E(lectric) field, specific
% absorption rate (SAR.) and density (RHO) for a sample given the power
% absorbed by the sample, P and the mass, M, volume, V and conductivity,
% C of the sample.
% Author: Felicia Cox 10
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
% Check for errors:
% 1 All inputs needed and must be scalar numbers
if(nargin~=4)
error('All inputs required.');
elseif(~isnumeric(power) -isnumeric(mass) isnumeric(volume) ~isnumeric(cond))
error('All inputs must be numeric.');
elseif(length(power)~=1 length(mass)~=1 length(volume)'=1 I length(cond)~=1) 20
error('All inputs must be scalar');
end
SAR=power/mass;
density=mass/volume;
E=sqrt(density*SAR/cond);
CALCESARM
function[E,SARmass]=calcESARD(power,density,volume,cond)
%CALCESARM Calculates the E field, SAR and mass of a sample given its
%absorbed power, density, volumre and conductivity.
%
% [E,SAR,M]=CALCESARM(P,RHO, V, C) calculates the E(lectric) field, specific
% absorption rate (SAR) and mass (M) for a sarrple given the power
% absorbed by the sarrple, P and the density, RHO, volunie, V and conductivity,
% C of the sample.
% Author: Felicia Cox 10
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
% Check for errors:
% 1 All inputs needed and rst be scalar nunbers
if(nargin~=4)
error('All inputs required.');
elseif(~isnumeric(power) Iisnumeric(density) ~isnumeric(volume) I isnumeric(cond))
error('All inputs must be numeric.');
elseif(length(power)-=1 I length(density)~=1 I length(volume)-=1 length(cond)~=1) 20
error('All inputs must be scalar');
end
mass = density*volume;
SAR=power/mass;
E=sqrt(density*SAR/cond);
CALIBRATE
function[]=calibrate(coolerthermometer, chanNo)
%CALIBRATE Calibrates the thernoelectric cooler with respect to the
%thermomreter.
%
% CALIBRATE(C,TN) calibrates the cooler, C, using data collected frori
% channel N of the therrmomreter, T.
% See also GETCONTROLEQUIPMENT, GETCOoLER, GETEQUIPMENT, GETTEMPERATURE,
% GETTHERMOMETER, INSTRUCTCOOLER
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% Author: Felicia Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
% Check for errors:
% 1 All inputs are required
% 2 Cooter raUst be srrial object; thermorieter roust be tcpip object
% I channel nuiber rrust be nureric and scalar
if(nargin~=3)
error('All inputs required.'); 20
elseif(~isa(cooler.'serial'))
error('Cooler must be a serial object.');
elseif(~isa(thermometer. 'tcpip'))
error('Thermometer must be a tcpip object.')
elseif(~isnumeric(chanNo) length(chanNo)~=1)
error('Channel number must be a scalar number.'):
end
% Cooler control strings:
% I desired temp 2 offset i teniperature 30
dct=l'c':
dco='26';
inl='01':
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% initialize variables for sending and receiving data.
sendval=0;
recval=0;
% get the temperature and round it to one decimal place
[cthtempunit] =getTemperature(thermometer.chanNo); 40
cthtemp = myround(cthtemp,-1);
% set: the cooler offset to zero, cooler temp to measured temp
instructCooler(coolerdcoO);
instructCooler(cooler.dctcthtemp);
% wait until cooler terrperature settles to mreasured temp
while(1)
recval=instructCooler(cooler.in1);
recval=invsrval(recval(2:end -3)) /10; 50
if(recval~=cthtemp)
pause(120);
else
break;
end
end
fprintf(formatText('Finding and setting cooler offset.'));
% 1 get the temperature and round it to one deeirmal place 60
% 2 get the thermistor temperature
% 3 find the difference and set the cooler offset
[cthtemp, unit] =getTemperature(thermometer.chanNo);
cthtemp = myround(cthtemp-1);
recval=instructCooler(cooler, in 1);
recval=invsrval(recval(2:end-3))/10;
delta = cthtemp - recval;
fprintf(formatText (['Cooler offset: ',formatTemperature(delta. unit)]));
instructCooler(cooler.dco delta);
CHECKSUM
function[result]=checksum(val)
%CHECKSUM Calculates the checksum of the HEX input
% C = CHECKSUM(X) calrulates the checksum of the hexadecimral input, X.
% The checksum is the least significant byte of the surr of the ASCII
% values of the hex digits of X.
%
% See also ASCIICODE
H Author: Felicia Cox 10
H Created: betreern Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
H Check for errors
% I Needs one input, rrhich imst be HEX string
if(nargin~=1)
error('Must have one input.');
elseif(~ishex(val))
error('Input must be single line HEX notation');
end 20
H initialise variable to hold result
result = 0;
H surrr all the decriral ASCII equivalents of each character, ronvert the
H sur to hx, find the least signficant byte and rrrake it lorercrase
for i=1:length(val)
result = result+double(val(i));
end
result = dec2hex(result); 30
len=length(result);
result = lower(result(len-1:len));
CLEANUP
%CLEANUP script
%
%CLEANUP cleans up the rvorkspace after an eror or forced terrmination
%See also MONITORTEMP, PROCESSDATA, RFANDCOOLER, RFONLY, COOLERONLY.
H Author: Felicia Cox
% Created: beteeen Oct 2005 - Jne 2006
H Info: Created for RF-ID project
10
% ret current tire and indicate ran has started
fprintf(formatText('Closing instruments, files and figures and clearing workspace') );
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if (exist ('equip'.'var'))
len=length(equip);
if(len>2 & isa(equip{3}.'visa'))
turnOff (equip{3}):
end
if(len==5|lcn==2)
if(isa(equip{ length(equip) }.'serial'))
turnOff (equip{length(equip) }): 20
end
end
end
instrreset;
if(exist('fid','var'))
if(fid~=-1 & ibnumeric(fid) & iscalar(fid))
try
fclose(fid);
catch
%the file was already closed 30
end
end
elseif (exist ('fids','var'))
if(isnumeric(fids) & isvector(fids))
len=length(fids);
for i=1:len
if(fids(i)~=-)
try
fclose(fids(i));
catch 40
%the file was already closed
end
end
end
end
end
close all;
clear all;
fprintf(formatText('PTROGRAM COMPLETE - CLEANUP'));
COLLECTDATA
function[data,counter,ctimectemp]=collectData(equipmenttChanns,data,counter)
%COLLECTDATA collects data fromr the equipvment, stores it in an array,
%keeps track of the index of the next free location and gives the current
%timne.
% /D,C,T]=COLLECTDATA(E,H,D,C) collects nifor-mation from the equipment,
% E, given a therormeter channel, H. It stores the new information at the
% end of the array, D, increments the counter, C - the next location to
% be filled - and finds the cUrrent time, T. E roust be a cell array of
% the appropriate instrument objects. 10
% See also GETCONTROLEQUIPMENT, GETEQUIPMENT, SAVEDATA
% Author: Felicia Cox
% Created: between. Oct 2005 - Jane 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
% Check for errors
% 1 Need four inputs
% 2 The first toput must be the correct instrurent devices 20
% 3 The other inputs rust be numreric; the second and foUrth, scalar.
if(nargin~=4)
error('Must have 4 input arguments.');
elseif( isEquipment(equipment))
error('First input must be cell array containing appropriate devices. See help.);
elseif(~isnumeric(tChanns) I length(tChanns) <1 length(tChanns) >2)
error('Thermometer channel (second input) must either be a scalar number or a vector of 2 numbers.');
elseif( isnumeric(data))
error('Data array (third input) must be numeric.');
elseif( isnumeric(counter) I length(counter)-=1) 30
error('Counter (fourth input) must be a scalar number.');
end
lcn=length(tChanns);
[rc] =size(equipment);
if(r==2)
if(len==1)
ctemp=getTemperature(equipment { 1, l}.tChanns);
data(counter. 1) =ctemp;
ctime=toc:
data(counter.2) =ctime; 40
else
ctemp=getTemperature(equipment {1. 1} .tChanis(1)):
data(counter. 1) =ctemp:
data(counter.2) =getTemperature(equipment{ 1. 1} ,tChanns(2));
ctime=toc:
data(counter.3) =ctime:
end
else
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% Read data from the following and save to the array:
% I Channels A and B of the 2-input power meter 50
% 2 The single input power meter
% 3 The power and frequency of the signal generator
% 4 The temperature (from thermometer)
% 5 The current timre
% Pauses allou devices to stabilize before taking values
fprintf(equipment{2,1}.'AP');
pause(2);
data(counter, 1) =fscanf(equipment{2, 1}, '%g');
fprintf(equipment{2,1},'BP');
pause(2); 60
data(counter,2)=fscanf(equipment {2.1}Y,'g');
data(counter.3)=fscanf(equipment {1.1},'%g');
fprintf(equipment {3,1},'POW?');
pause(2);
data(counter.4)=fscanf(equipment{3,1} .'g');
fprintf(equipment{3,1}, 'FREQ?');
pause(2);
data(counter.5) =fscanf(equipment {3},'Xg');
if(len==1)
ctemp=getTemperature (equipment {4,1},tChanns); 70
data(counter,6)=ctemp;
ctime=toc;
data(counter,7)=ctime;
else
ctemp=getTemperature(equipment {4,1 },tChanns(1));
data(counter,6)=ctemp;
data(counter,7) =getTemperature(equipment {4,1},tChanns(2));
ctime=toc;
data(counter,8)=ctime;
end 80
end
counter=counter+1;
COMPDATES
functionvaluej=compdates(date 1,date2)
%COMPDATES Determines the relative values of two date strings.
% C = COMPDATES(DI, D2) compares the values of date strings D1 and D2 and
% returns:
% -1 if D1 precedes D2 in time
% 0 f DI and D2 are the samrre
% +1 if D2 precedes D1 in timre
% Author: Felicia Cox 10
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
% Check for errors
% 1 Needs tvo strings of non-zero length
if(nargin~=2)
error('Function requires 2 date strings');
elseif( ischar(datel) 1 ~ischar(datel) )
error('Inputs must be date strings');
end 20
if(length(datel)==O I length(date2)==O)
error('Invalid input: empty string');
end
% change the dates into date vectors and coripare the values:
% if datel.year < date2.year, value = -I,
% if datel.year > date2.year, value = +1
% if datr.ml rronth < date2.rronth, value -1
% if date 1. rnonth > date2.mrvonth, value +1
% if datel.day < date2.day, value = -1 30
% if date 1. day > date2.day, value = +1
if date1.hour < date2.hour, value = -1
% 'if date1.hour > date2.hour, value = +1
% if date 1.rninute < date2.rinirte, value = -1
% if datel.rrinute > date2.minUte, value = +1
% if datel.second < date2.second, value = -1
% if datel.second > datr2.second, value = +1
% otherwise, value = 0
date I=datevec(datel);
date2=datevec(date2); 40
if( datel(1) < date2(1)
value = -1;
elseif( datel(1) > date2(1) )
value = 1;
elseif( datel(2) < date2(2) )
value = -1;
elseif( datel(2) > date2(2) )
value = 1;
elseif( datel(3) < date2(3) )
value = -1; 50
elseif( datel(3) > date2(3) )
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value = 1;
elseif( datel(4) < date2(4) )
value = -1;
elseif( datel(4) > date2(4) )
value = 1;
elseif( datel(5) < date2(5) )
value = -1;
elseif( datel(5) > date2(5) )
value = 1; 60
elseif( datel(6) < date2(6) )
value = -1;
elseif( datel(6) > date2(6) )
value = 1;
else
value = 0;
end
CONTAINS
functionyej =contains(long,short)
%CONTAINS checks the input strings to deterrnine whether one is contained in
%the other
%
% C = CONTAINS(A,B) determines whether either A is contained in B or B is
% contained in A
%
% Author: Felicia Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - Jane 2006 10
/ Info: Created for RF-ID project
% Check for crrors
if(nargin~=2)
error('Both arguments required');
if(~ischar(long) ~ischar(short))
error('Arguments must be strings');
elseif(isempty(long) I isempty(short))
error('Arguments must not be empty');
elseif( isvector(long) I - isvector(short)) 20
error('Invalid argument(s)');
end
%figure out which string is longer
if(length(long) <length(short))
ternp=long;
long=short;
short=temp;
clear temp;
end 30
% determine whether the shorter string is contained in the longer string
slen=length(short);
llen=length(long);
last=llen-slen+1;
for i=1:last
j=i+slen---l;
yes=strcrnp(short,long(i:j));
if(yes)
break; 40
end
end
COOLERONLY
%COOLERONLY script
%COOLERONLY executes experiecnt rns for the RF-ID test set-up in a
%"cooler" configuration, i.e. without radiation.
%The script acthates remote control of the relvant equipinent and records
%the data at the end of the ran.
%
%See also MONITORTEMP, PROCESSDATA, RFANDCOtLER, CO(LERONLY, CLEANUP.
10
% Author: Felicia Cox
% Created; between Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
% yet the time that the ran started
starttimc=clock;
% indicate that the program has started
fprintf(formatText( 'Running COOLERONLY. Read and follow all instructions carefully. \n'));
% the prefix for all files
startfile='cooler'; 20
% set desired cooler temperaturr control string
dct= 'cl;
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% create and open all the equipnent
equip=getCoolerEquipment();
% prompt user for researcher name
user = getUserNameo;
% create outer loop control variable
continueLoop=true;
% create inner loop control variable
needFolder=true; 30
% file name
file='';
% the default directory
[logFprintDir=getDirectory(' 'true);
% roake sure aser can ran raltiple runs sithout exiting script
while(continueLoop)
if(needFolder)
% prompt user for desiired file folder;
mess='Enter the full path of the folder to hold the log files. '; 40
mess=[mess, 'Press [Enter] for the default, 'I;
logF=input(formatText([mess,printDir,' .\n']),'s');
newLine;
[logFprintF] =getDirectory(logF);
end
% determine next file cith/ format saipleX.log;
file = getNextFileInSequence(logFstartfile.file);
% create and open new file
fid=fopen(fullfile(logF.file), 'w');
if(fid==-l) 50
fprintf(formatText('The requested file was not created. Please enter a valid path for the folder.\n'));
needFolder=true;
file='';
continue;
else
needFolder=false;
end
fprintf(formatText(['File: ',printF. '\\'.file.'\n']));
% prorpt the user for a description of the in. 60
userin=input(formatText('Enter a brief description of this run - e.g. percentage, type of protein, etc.\n'),'s');
newLine;
% prript user for length of ran in hours and write it to the file
totalTime=getRunLength()*3600;
% prormpt user for therraorneter channel
[chanNo,chanNo2] =getChannel();
% prompt user for desired tcrmperature in degrees celsius and write it
% to the file
desTemp=getDesiredTemperature();
scale= findScale(desTemp); 70
% set the desired cooler temperature to that input hey the user
instructCooler(equip{2} .dct desTemp);
amb=false;
if(chanNo2~= -1)
chanNo=[chanNo.chanNo2];
amb=true;
end
if(~amb)
data=zeros(500.2); 80
heads= 'FOT\tTIME';
else
data=zeros(500.3);
heads= 'FOT\tFOT2\tTIME';
end
counter=1;
fids=[ ];
fprintf(formatText('Beginning run. \n')); 90
% get currnt tirmr (tic)
turnOn(equip{2});
tic;
while(true)
adjustTemperature(equip {2} .equip{ 11 .chanNo.desTemp scale);
% collect values: 1 - FOT; 2 - TIME tR 2 - FOT2; .1 - TIME
[data.counter.elapsedctemp] =collectData(equipchanNondatacounter);
if(elapsed> =totalTime)
break:
elseif(mod(counter.5) ==0) 100
mess=num2str(counter),' data points read in ',nurn2str(elapsed),' secs;';
mess= [mess,'Current sample temperature is '.formatTcmperature(data(counter-1.1).'C')];
fprintf(formatText([mess.'.\n']));
end
scale=findScale(ctemp);
end
turnOff(equip{2});
% arrite the researcher name, file path, current trmoe to the file
fprintf(formatText('Writing data to log file.\n'));
fprintf(fid['Researcher: ',user.'\n']); 110
fprintf(fid.['Folder: '.printF,'\n']);
fprintf(fid,['File name: ',file.'\n'l);
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fprintf(fid. ['Time: '.datestr(starttime).'\n']):
fprintf(fid. 'Description: '.userin.'\n']);
fprintf(fid.['Length of run: '.num2str(totalTime/3600).' hours.\n'j);
fprintf(fid.{'Thermometer channel: ',num2str(chanNo(1)),'.\n'1);
if(length(chanNo) ==2)
fprintf(fid.['Sample temperature channel: ',num2str(chanNo(2)).'.n']);
end
fprintf(fid.{'Desired temperature: ',num2str(desTemp).' '.char(176).'C.\n']); 120
newLine(fid, 1);
fprintf(fidformatText('Data format:\n'));
fprintf(fid.heads.'\n']);
% write data to file in table forrn
saveData(fiddata);
fids(end+l)=fid;
% if the end of ran, ask user whether to make another run
yes=exitLoopo;
if(yes) 130
continunLoop=false;
else
fprintf(formatText(['Note that the same folder, '.printDir.', will be used.\n']));
end
end
% if finished, close all files and devices
fprintf(formatText('Closing instruments and files'));
instrreset;
for i=1:length(fids) 140
fclose(fids(i));
end
fprintf(formatText ('PROGRAM COMPLETE\n'));
CTL
function[result]=ctl()
%CTL The controller address, 00.
% C=CTL returns the controller address.
% See also ACK, ETX, STX.
% Author: Felicia Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project 10
result='00';
DBM2MW
function[mW=dbm2mW(dbm)
% DBM2MW converts dBmn to mW
% D = DBM2MW(X) converts X, power iin dBrm, to millimatts, D.
% See also MW2DBM, DBM2W.
% Author: Felicia Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project 10
% Check for errors
% 1 Single input required, nuneric, ron-zero length
if(nargin~=1)
error('Single input required.');
elseif(~isnumeric(dbm) length(dbm)<1)
error('Input must be numeric and of non-zero length.');
end
% Conversron
mW=10.^(dbm/1); 20
DBNM2W
function[watts=dbm2w(dbm)
% DBM2MW convecrts dBn to W
% D = DBM2W(X) converts X, power in dBrm, to watts, D.
% See also W2DBM, DBM2MW.
% Author: Felicia Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project 10
H Check for cr-rors
% 1 Single ripeut required, numeric, non-zero length
if(nargin~=1)
error('Single input required.');
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elseif(~isnumeric(dbm) I Iength(dbm)<1)
error('Invalid input');
end
% Conversion
watts=10.^(dbm/10-3); 20
EPSSW
function[eps,sig,tau,epss,epsinf,epso]=epssw(fT,S)
%EPSSW(f, T,S) returns the cormplex perraittivity of sea Water given
%frequency in Hz (f), temperature in C (T), and salinity in parts per
%thousand (S). f can be a vector.
%Reference: Klein & Swift, IEEE Trans. AP, 25(1), pp.104-111, Jan. 1977.
%Original: c.o.ao (chi
%Minor modifications: F. Cox(fraic
%/Modifications: check inputs for errors, rcocoents] 10
% Check for errors
% 1 All inputs required and moust be numoeric
if (nargin =3)
error('All inputs required.');
elseif(isempty(f)lisempty(T) isempty(S))
error('Invalid input.');
elseif(~isnumeric(f) I isnumeric(T) I isnumeric(S))
error('Inputs must be numeric. ');
elseif(~isscalar(T)I isscalar(S) I isvector(f)) 20
error('f may be a vector or a scalar. T and S must be scalar. ');
end
% pernittivity at infinite frequency and in free space
epsinf =4.9;
epso=8.854e- 12;
% rpss is the static pe'rittsvity - eqns 13, 14 and 15
epss1=87.134-1.949e- 1*T- 1.276e-2*T^2+2.491e-4*T^3;
aST=1+1.613e-5*S* T -3.656e -3*S+3.210e -5*S-2-4.232e -7*S^3; 30
epss=epss1*aST;
% tao is the relaxation tine - cyns 16, 17 and 18
taul=1.768e-11-6.086e-13*T+1.104e-14*T^2-8.111e-17*T^3;
bST= 1+2.282e-5*S*T-7.638e-4*S-7.76e-6*S^2+1.105e-8*S^3;
tau=taul*bST;
% sig is the conductivity - equs 9, 10, 11 and 12
d=25-T;
bet=2.033e -2+1266e-4*d+2.464e--6*d-2-S*(1.849e-5-2.551e-7*d+2.551e-8*d^2); 40
sigi=S*(0.182521-1.46192e-3*S+2.09324e-5*S-2-1.28205e-7*S-3);
sig=sigl*exp(-bet*d);
% eps is the comoplex peroittivity of sea iwater - eqn 5, alpha=0 (standard
% Debye expression), -i substituted for j
eps=epsinf +(epss-epsinf)./(1-i*2*pi*f*tau)+i*sig./(2*pi*f*epso);
ETX
functionresult]=etx()
% ETX End transnission character for TE (theroo-electric) cooler
% controller, carriage return (char. no. 13),
% E=ETX returns the carriage return character.
% See also ACK, CTL, STX.
% Author: Felicia Cox
% Created: between Ort 2005 - June 2006 10
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
result=char(13);
EXITLOOP
function[yesj=exitLoop()
%EXITLOOP queries the user for exit.
% X = EXITLOOP() queries whether the user ishes to perforim another run
% of the programi. A boolean is returned which is false if the user types
% 'Y' or 'y' and true if the user types 'N' or in'. Any other response
% causes a message to be displayed, indicating appropriate values, and
% followed by a re-request for a user response.
% This function is intendedi for use iithin 'ichile loops which nay ruc a 10
% prograoi repeatedly.
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% Author: Felicia Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
% variable creation
yes=false;
no=yes;
%o Request user input and check whether Y, y, N or n entered, if so, 20
%o break; otherwise, repeat request, starting with 'error" message
while(true)
userin=input(formatText('Would you like to exit this program/subprogram? (Y/N)\n'),'s');
yes=strcmpi(userin,'y');
no=strcmpi(userin,'In');
if(yes no)
break;
else
fprintf(formatText('You must enter Y or N\n'));
end 30
end
EXTRACTINFO
function[value,endg]=extractnfo(carr,begin)
%EXTRA CTINFO Extracts information a cell array of strings based sn a
%odescription.
% [V, U]=EXTIRACTINFO(C,S) finds the numeric value V for sore quantity
% stored in cell array C and described by string S. U is the
% corresponding unit.
% Author: Felicia Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006 10
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
if(nargin~=2)
error('Both inputs required.');
elseif(~iscell(carr) I ischar(begin))
error('First argument must be a cell array of strings and the second, a string.');
end
index =findIndex(mystrfind (carrbegin));
endg='';
if(index==O)
value=NaN; 20
else
value=tokstr(carr{index} ,begin);
value=strtrim(value{1});
if(isNumericString(value(1)) & isDateOrTirne(value))
value=tokstr(value);
if(length(value)>1)
temp=value{2:end};
if(ischar(temp))
endg=temp;
else 30
for i=l:length(temp)
endg=[endgtemp{i}];
end
end
end
value=value{1};
end
if(value(end)=='.')
value=value(1:end- 1);
endg='.'; 40
end
if(isNumericString(value))
value=str2nurn(value);
end
end
FINDINDEX
functionindex=findlndex(carr)
%6FINDINDEX finds the first non-zcro idex in the cell array.
%O
% F = FINDINDEX(C) returns the first non-zero index in C
% Author: Felicta Cox
%6 Created: betwern Ort 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID projectS
if(~iscell(carr))
error(formatText('Input must be cell array.')); 10
end
len=length(carr):
index=O;
for i=1:len
c=carr{i}:
if(~isempty(c) & c(l)~=O)
index=i;
break;
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end
end 20
FINDINDICES
functionindex=findIndices(carr)
%FINDINDICES finds all the non-zero indices in a cell array
% F = FINDINDICES(C) returns all the locations where the cell array, C,
% is non-zero.
% Author: Felicia Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - Jane 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID projnctS
if(~iscell(carr)) 10
error(formatText('Input must be cell array.'));
end
len=length(carr);
index=[];
counter=1;
for i=l:len
c=carr{i};
if(~isempty(c) & c(l)~=0)
index{counter}=i;
counter=counter+ 1; 20
end
end
FINDSCALE
function[scale]=findScale(destempfreq,level)
%FINDSCALE determines a scaling for adjusting tmruperature, based on desircd
%temrerature, frequency and power level.
% F = FINDSCALE(TF,P) finds a scaling to use rn adjusting the cooler
% terperature, berd on temperature, T, in degrees celsius, frequency, F,
% in hertz and power level, P, in dBm.
% Author: Felicia Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006 10
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
tscale=1;
fscale=l;
scale=l;
roomtemp=25;
tscale=l+myround(abs(destemp-roomtemp)/20.0);
if(nargin>1)
low=0.915;
high=2.45; 20
ls=1;
hs=4;
if(freq<low)
fscale=ls;
elseif(freq>=high)
fscale=hs;
else
diff=high-low;
fscale=ls+(hs-1s)*(freq-low)/diff;
end 30
end
if(nargin>2)
low=-15;
high=-6;
if(level<low)
lscale=ls;
elseif(level> =high)
lscale=hs;
else
diff=high -low; 40
lscale=ls+(hs-- Is)*(level-low)/diff;
end
end
scale=tscale*fscale*Iscale;
FINDSPACES
function[result]=findSpaces(value)
%FINDSPACES Finds the locations of spaces in the string ealre
% F = FINDSPACES(X) retrrns a rector containig the locations of all the
% whitespace characters occurring in X.
% Author: Felicia Cox
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% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
10
% rake sure that the input is a string and that it is not empty
if(~ischar(value) length(value)<1)
message=form atText('Input must be a string of non-zero length');
error(message);
end
% get the vector which, for every character in value, indicated whether
% the character is a white space character
spaces=isspace(value);
% initialise result
result=O; 20
% counter foe' result
nextlndex=1;
% loop over the length of the string
for i=l:length(value)
if(spaces(i))
% if the current character is a space, store its location in
% result
result (nextlndex) =i;
% increment the counter
nextIndex=nextIndex+ 1; 30
end
end
FINDUNIT
function[unit,scale]=findUnit(qty)
KFIND UNIT determines the unit for a stored quantity for the RFID prograi
%
K [U,S] = FIND UNIT(Q) determines the unit for Q where Q is one of the
K quantities measured and recorded by the RFID progran. The scale, S, takes
K values 0, 1 or -1 and determines the contribution of that quantity to
K absorbed power.
% Author: Felicia Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006 10
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
if(nargin==O)
error(formatText('Must enter at least one argument.')):
elseif("ischar(qty))
error(formatText('Input must be a string'));
end
scale=O;
if(strcmpi(qty, 'M2A '))
unit='W';
scale=1; 20
elseif(strcmpi(qty, 'M2B' ))
unit='W';
scale= - 1;
elseif(strcmpi(qty,'Ml'))
unit='W';
scale=-1;
elseif(strcmpi(qty,'SGL'))
unit='dBm';
elseif(strcmpi(qty.'SGF'))
unit='Hz'; 30
elseif(strcmpi(qty.'F0T')jstrcmpi(qty,'FUT2'))
unit=[char(176). 'C'];
elseif(strcmpi(qty. 'TIME'))
unit='s';
else
unit='Unknown';
end
FORMATTEMPERATURE
function[result]=formatTemperature(value,scale)
%FORMATTEMPERATURE Formats a numerical value to a given terperature scale
%
% F = FORMATTEMPERATURE(X, Y) forirats a OUmrerical temperature X according
% to the temperature scale (string) Y. If Y is 'C' or 'F' (celsius or
% farhenheit), a degree symbol is added to X, followed by Y and the
K resulting string is returned. If Y is 'K' (kelvin), only Y is added and
% the resulting string is returned.
% Author: Feltina Cox 10
K Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for R.F-ID project
K mnake sure value is numeric and is not a vector or zn-ro-length
% also, roake sure that scale is a string and is either C, C, F, f, K or k
if( isnumeric'(value) length(value) - =1)
error('First input must be a number (scalar)\n');
elseif(~ischar(scalc) ~str(scalscale.'C') strcmpi(scale.'F') strcmpi(scale.'K')))
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error('Only C(elsius), F(arhenheit) and K(elvin) are acceptable scales.\nEnter the first letter only.\n');
end 20
% degree sign
deg=char(176);
% change temperature to a string
result=nurm2str(value);
% if scale is C, c, F or f, add the degree sign
if(strcmpi(scale, 'C') I strcmpi(scale. F'))
result= [result.deg];
end
% nake sure scale is upper case
scale= upper(scale); 30
% add scale to previous value
result= [result.scale];
FORMATTEXT
function[value]=formatText(value,numChars)
%FORMATTEXT Formats value to several lines with mnaxiniu length nuniChars but
%preserves words.
% F = FORMATTEXT(X, Y) weraps X to a mxirrmumrr number of characters Y,
% preserving words.
% F = FORMATTEXT(X) is indentical to F = FORMATTEXT(X,60)
% Author: Felicia Cox 10
% Created: betwecen Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
% niake sure at least one argument
% also snake sure that valne is string and not cmpty
if(nargin<l)
error('Text string required as first argument.');
elseif(~ischar(value) I length(value) ==O)
error('First argument must be a string of non-zero length.');
end 20
% if only one aregrnrst, set nurrChars to be 60
if(nargin==1)
numChars=60;
end
% nakr sure rumrChars is a nrireric and non-zero length
if(~isnumeric(numChars)Ilength(numChars)~=1)
error('Invalid number of characters. You must use scalar value.');
end 30
% find where the whitespace is in value
locSpaces=findSpaces(value);
% calculate the ruinber of lines needed
numLines=ceil(length(value)/numChars);
% initialize cell array to hold lines
allLines{numLines}=
% if there is only one line, set the only cell in allLins to be the
% entire string 40
% othenvrise, (continue to else)
if(numLines==l)
allLines{ 1}=value;
else
% the next line to be saved in allLines
nextLine=l;
% the location of the last break (where the last ire ended)
prevLineSpace=O;
% the nuiber of instances of whitespace
len=length(locSpaces); 50
% loop over all the places where there is whitespare
for i=1:len
% if this word doesn't rmake the line too long, and this isn't the
% last whitespace, don't do anything
% otherwise, (continue to else)
if(locSpaces(i)<nextLine*numChars & i~=len)
continue;
else
% if there is only one space, set the two lines: first, fromri
% the beginning of valne to the space, and second, frori the 60
% character after the space to the end of valsIsC
% otheruise, (continue to else)
if(len==1)
allLines{1}=value(1:locSpaces(1));
allLines{2} =value(locSpaces(1) + 1:end);
else
% if this is the last tiis through. the loop, set the
% allLines at nextLine to be the characters in value
% starting one character after the last line and ending
% with the last character in value 70
% otherwise, (continue to else)
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if(i==len)
allLines{nextLine} =value ((prevLineSpace+1):end);
else
% set allLines at nextLine to be the characters in
% value starting one character after the last line
% and ending with the sehitespace just before that
% represented by i
allLines{nextLine}=value ((prevLineSpace+1): locSpaces(i- 1));
% change the last line variable to the index 80
N representing the whitespace just before that
% represented by i
prevLineSpace=locSpaces(i- 1):
% increment nextLine
nextLine=nextLine+1;
end
end
end
end
end 90
% clear valse
value='';
% set the line terrminator
term='\n';
N loop over the lines, appending the value of allLines for the index i
N and also the tereminator
for i=1:length(allLines)
value=[value.allLines{i}.term]; 100
end
GETBASLINETIME
function[baseLine]=getBaseLineTime(runLength)
%GETBASELINE TIME queries the user for the length of timne to ntn the
%experiment before beginning irradiation.
N Author: Felicia Cox
N Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
N Info: Created for RF-ID project
N Check for errors
N 1 Needs one input 10
if(nargin~=1)
error('Must have one input.');
elseif( isnumeric(runLength) I isscalar(runLength))
error('Run length must be a scalar number');
end
while(true)
mess='How long would you like to take readings before turning on the RF?.
mess=[mess.'Enter value in minutes. This value must be less than the run length.
mess=[mess, 'Also note that the actual time that the RF is turned on will not be zero, '[; 20
mess= [mess, 'even if the user enters zero. However, if zero is entered, the RF will be turned on
mess= [mess, 'before any measurements are taken.\n']:
baseLine=input(formatText(mess));
newLine;
if(-isnumeric(baseLine) length(baseLine)-=1[baseLine>=runLength , baseLine<O)
fprintf(formatText('Invalid input.\n'))
else
break;
end
end 30
GETCHANNEL
function[chanNo,chanNo2]=getChannel(thermometer)
NGETCHANNEL queries the aser thernnoraeter channel
N G = GETCHA NNEL (T) queries the user for the actiee channel and returns
N0 it.
% [G1, G21 = GETCHANNEL(T) deterrines two of the active channels on the
% thernroreter.
N Author: Felicia Cox
N Created: between. Oct 2005 - Jane 2006 10
N Info: Created for RF-ID project
N Check for crrors
if(nargin==O)
upper=4;
lower=1:
chanNo2=- 1;
needChannel =true;
while(needChannel)
mess='Enter the thermometer channel number ('.num2str(lower).' - ',nurn2str(upper).')\n']; 20
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chanNo=input (formatText(mess));
newLine;
if(~ isnumeric(chanNo))
mess=['The channel number must be an integer value from '.num2str(lower)];
mess=[mess,' to ',num2str(upper).', inclusive\n'];
fprintf(formatText(mess));
continue;
elseif(length(chanNo)~=1 I chanNo<lower I chanNo>upper)
mess=['You must enter a scalar value between ',num2str(lower).' and
mess=[messnum2str(upper),', inclusive\n'); 30
fprintf(formatText(mess));
continue;
else
needChannel =false;
end
end
else
if(~isa(thermometer, 'tcpip'))
error('The argument must be a tcpip object');
end 40
status=getStatus(thermometer):
channels=findIndices(mystrfind(status.'ok'));
if(length(channels) ==0)
error('No active channels were found. Check probes.'):
elseif(length(channels)== 1)
chanNo=channels(l);
chanNo2=-1;
else
s=';
for i=l:length(channels) 50
s=s+' '+channels(i)+',';
end
s=s(1:end-1):
fprintf(formatText(['Available channel(s):'.s,'\n'J));
while(true)
while(true)
chanNo=input(formatText('Enter the channel for monitoring sample temperature.\n'));
if(isempty(chanNo) I -isnumeric(chanNo) I any(chanNo =channels))
fprintf(formatText('You must enter an integer value representing one of the available channels\n'));
else 60
break;
end
end
while(true)
chanNo2=input(formatText('Enter the channel for monitoring ambient temperature.\n'));
if(isempty(chanNo2) I isnumeric(chanNo2) I ~any(chanNo2==channels))
fprintf(formatText('You must enter an integer value representing one of the available channels\n'));
elseif(chanNo2==chanNo)
fprintf(formatText('The sample temperature channel and ambient temperature channel must not be the same.\n'));
else 70
break;
end
end
end
end
end
GETCOOLER
function[cooler] =getCooler()
%GETCOOLER returns a serial object corresponding to the TE thermrorlectroc
%rooler
% G = GETCOOLER() creates, opens and returns a serial object with the
% followring spercfications:
% Por: COM1
% BaudRate: 9600
% Terrinator: Carriage return 10
% Parity: none
% StopBits: I
% DataBits: 8
% Timneout: 20 seconds
N ReadAsyncrMode: continuoas
% See also GETGPIBDEVICES, GETTHERMOMETER.
N carriage return character
cr=char(13); 20
N set up serial port settings
sps={ 'BaudRate', 9600; 'Terminator' ,cr 'Parity'.'none'; 'StopBits',1;'DataBits'.8;'Timeout',20;'ReadAsyncMode','continuous'};
mess='Ensure that the thermo-electric controller is powered (plugged in) and connected to the serial port (COMI).
mess=(mess.'Press any key to continue.\n'];
fprintf(formatText(mess));
pause;
N create serial port object and apply settings
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cooler=serial('COMl'): 30
for i=1:(length(sps)/2)
set(cooler.sps{ i.1}sps{i,2});
end
p= 1 ;
i=(600/97)*10;
d=i/10;
% open object foc use
fopen(cooler);
instructCooler(cooler. '2d'. srval (0));
instructCooler(cooler. '32' srval(1)); 40
instructCooler (cooler. 2a'.srval(1));
instructCooler(cooler. 'id', p);
instructCooler(cooler. '1e', i);
instructCooler(cooler. 'Itd);
fprintf(formatText('Cooler ready for use.\n'));
GETCOOLEREQUIPMENT
function[equipment]=getCoolerEquipment
%GETCOOLER retUrnos the cooler equipment device handle
equipment=cell (2.1);
equipment { 1,11 =getThermometer(;
equipment{2. 1}=getCooler(;
GETDATAARRAY
funet ion[data,counter,heads] =getDataArray(fid,minlength,amb)
%GETDATAARRAY creates a data array, counter and list of headers based orl
%a minimum length and whether ambient terrperature is to be mreasured and
% Author: Felicia Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
% Check for errors
if(nargin<2) 10
error('At least two arguments required');
elseif(nargin==2)
amb=false;
end
if(~isnumeric(fid) isempty(fid) ~isnumeric(minlength) lisempty(minlength) I islogical(amb) lisempty(amb))
end
if(~amb)
headings={ 'M2A'.'M2B'.'Ml','SGL','SGF'.'FOT','TIME'};
else
headings={'M2A''M2B''M1'.'SGL'.'SGF''FOT','FOT2'.'TIME'}; 20
end
len=length(headings);
data=zeros(minlength~len);
counter=1;
heads='';
for i=1:len
heads=(headsheadings{i}};
if(i~=len)
heads= [heads. '\t'];
end 30
end
GETDESIREDFREQUENCY
function[desFreq]=getDesiredFrequency()
%GETDESIREDFREQUENCY returns the desired frequency entered by the user
% Author: Felicia Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
while(true)
desFreq=input(formatText(['Enter the desired frequency in GHz (signal generator setting).\n']));
newLine: 10
if(~isnumeric(desF'req);length(desF'req)==0)
fprintf(formatText('Invalid input.\n')):
else
break;
end
end
GETDESIREDPOWERLEVEL
function[desLevel] =getDesiredPowerLevel()
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%GETDESIREDPOWERLEVEL returns the desired poner level entered by the
%user
% Author: Felicia Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
while(true)
mess='Enter the desired power level setting in dBs (signal generator setting).'; 10
mess= [mess, 'This value should be between -15 (low) and -6(high). The low and high values'[;
mess= [mess, 'indicated correspond to an actual exposure power of 3W and 25W, respectively.\n'];
desLevel=input (formatText(mess));
newLine;
if(~isnumeric(desLevel)llength(desLevel)==OldesLevel> -6desLevel<-15)
fprintf(formatText('Invalid input.\n'));
else
break;
end
end 20
GETDESIREDTEMPERATURE
function[desTemp]=getDesiredTemperature()
%GETDESIREDTEMPERATURE returns the desired temperature entered by the
%uscr
% Author: Feicia Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
deg=char(176);
while(true) 10
desTemp=input(ormatText(['Enter the desired temperature, between 0',deg,'C and 80',deg,'C\n']));
newLine;
if(~isnumeric(desTemp) length(desTemp)==OldesTemp>801 desTemp<0)
fprintf(formatText('Invalid input.\n'));
else
break;
end
end
GETDIRECTORY
function[logDir,printDir]=getDirectory(inDir,suppress)
%GETDIRECTORY queries the user for a source directory and returris it in
%orial and printable foris
% Author: Felicia Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - Junei 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
if(nargin==O)
error(formatText ('Insufficient arguments.\n'));
elseif(~ischar(inDir)) 10
error(formatText('The first argument must be a string.\n'));
end
if(nargin==l)
suppress=false;
end
if(~islogical(suppress))
error(formatText('The second argument must be a boolean.n'));
end
% the default directory 20
pathSegs = {'C:','RFIDProtein'.'Logs'};
[logDir.printDir) =getPath(pathSegs);
% if there the input is not a zero length string
if(length(inDir) =0)
% find get a printable version of the path
pathSegs=getPathSegments(inDir);
[f,p}=getPath(pathSegs);
% if the directory does riot exist
if(exist(inDir)~=7) 30
% make the directory
status=mkdir(inDir);
% if creation of the directoryi was urisuccessful
if(status== I exist(inDir)~=7)
% print erroe rriessage
mess=['The directory '.p,'was not created or it was not a directory.'I;
mess=[mess.'The default directory '.printDir.' will be used.n'];
fprintf(formatText(mess));
% create default, if it does not already exist
if(exist(logDir)~=7) 40
mkdir(logDir);
end
else
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% set variable to user values
logDir = inDir;
printDir = p;
end
else
% set variable to user values
logDir = inDir; 50
printDir = p:
end
else
% print message
if(suppress)
fprintf(formatText(['The default directory '.printDir.' will be used.\n']));
end
% create default, if needed
if(exist(logDir)~=7)
mkdir(logDir); 60
end
end
GETEQUIPMENT
function[equipment=getEquipment(;
%GETEQUIPMENT returns the equipment for the RFANDCOOLER script.
% Author: Felicia Cor
% Created: between Oet 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
devices=getGPIBDevices(;
len=length(devices);
equipment=cell(len+2, 1);
for i =1:len 10
equipment {i, 1}=devices(i);
end
equipment {len+1,I } =getThermometer(;
equipment{len+2, 1} =getCooler(;
GETGPIBDEVICES
function[devices]=getGPIBDeviceso()
%GETCPIBDEVICES sets up, opens, resets and zeros the single and dual input
%po'icer roeters and also sets up, opens and resets the signal generator
%
% G = GETGPIBDE VICES() returns an array of GPIB objects representing (1)
% the single input power meter, (2) the dual input power eneter, (3) the
% signal generator.
% See also GETCOOLER, GETTHERMOMETER.
10
% trake sure the RF is off but the devices are on and connected to the
% computer
mess='Make sure the power meters and signal generator are on but that the RF is OFF on the signal generator.
mess=[mess.'All devices should be connect to the GBIP bus and to the computer via the controller. Press any key'];
mess=[mess,'to continue.\n'];
fprintf(formatText(mess)):
pause;
% device numbers
devNos = [13.14.28];
20
% loop over the n'umober of devices
for i=1:length(devNos)
% create the visa-GPIB object
devices(i)=visa('agilent',['GPIBO:: '.num2str(devNos(i)),': :INSTR');
% set the input and output buffers
set(devices(i). 'InputBuffersize' .10000);
set(devices(i). 'OutputBufferSize', 10000);
% open the devire
fopen(devices(i));
end 30
% zero poower neters and rnake sure they are set to drom rreasurents
fprintf(formatText('Adjusting GPIB devices. Please wait. This process may take up to two (2) minutes.\n'));
fprintf(devices(1).'PR');
fprintf(devices(1) 'ZE');
fprintf(devices(1) 'LG');
fprintf(devices(2) .'PR'):
fprintf(devices(2).'AE; ZE');
pause(20);
fprintf(devices(2).'BE; ZE'); 40
pause(20);
fprintf(devices(2). 'LG'):
% reset the signal generator
fprintf(devices(3), '*RST; *CLS');
% alert user
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fprintf(formatText('GPIB devices open and ready for use.\n'));
GETNEXTFILEINSEQUENCE
function[filename=getNextInFileSequence(folderstarttFileIC)
%GETNEXTFILEINSEQUENCE determines the next LOG file to be used based on
%the folder, the experiment type and possibly the last file in the folder
% Author: Felicia Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
% extension for log files
endFile=' log'; 10
if(length(file)==0)
% initial index for log files
fileNum=l;
files=dir(fullfile(folder,[startFile,'*' .endFilefl);
len=length(files);
if(len~=O)
fileNum=len+l;
while(true)
changed=false; 20
for i=i:len
if(strcmpi(files(i). name. [startFile. num2str(fileNum) endFile]))
fileNum=fileNum+l;
changed=true;
break;
end
end
if(changed)
break;
end 30
end
end
else
begining=length(startFile)+1;
ending=strfind (fileendFile) -1;
fileNum=str2num(file(begining:ending))+ 1;
end
filename= [startFilenum2str(fileNum),end File];
GETPATH
functionifile,print]=getPath(pathSegs)
%GETPATH assermbles a file path fromt path segments and also returns it in
%printable formrat
% Anthor: Felicia Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
if(nargin~=l)
error(formatText('There must be one input to this function')); 10
elseif(~iscell(pathSegs))
error(formatText('The input must be a cell'));
end
file='';
print=" ';
len=length(pathSegs);
for i=1:len
val = pathSegs{i}; 20
if(~ischar(val))
error(formatText('Cell input must contain strings only'));
end
file=fullfile(file. val);
if(strcmpi(val(end),'\'))
val=val(1:end-1);
end
print= [print,val;
if(i~=len)
print= [print.filesep.filesep]; 30
end
end
print=print(1:end-l);
GETPATHSEGMENTS
function[pathSegs]=getPathSegments(filePath)
%GETPATHSEGS returns the path segeuents for a <;iven path
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% Author: Felicta Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
if(~ischar(filePath)llength(filePath)==0)
error(formatText('File path must be a string'));
end 10
temp={ };
index=1;
while(1)
[p.ne.v]=fileparts(filePath):
if(length(n)==0)
temp{index}=p;
break:
else
temp{index}=[n,e.v; 20
filePath=p;
index=index+1;
end
end
len=length(temp);
pathSegs=cell(size(temp));
for i=l:len
pathSegs{i}=temp{len+1-i};
end 30
GETRFEQUIPMENT
function[equipment]=getRFEquipment(;
%GETRFEQUIPMENT returns the equipment for the RFONLY script
% Author: Felicia Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
devices=getGPIBDevices(;
len=length(devices);
equipment=cell(len+1,1);
for i =1:len 10
equipment{i, l}=devices(i);
end
equipment{len+1, 1} =getThermometer();
fprintf(formatText('Ensure that the cooler is OFF. To turn off the cooler, unplug it.\n'));
GETRUNLENGTH
function[totalhours=getRunLength()
%GETRUNLENGTH queries the user for the length of the experiment.
% Author: Felicia Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
%6 Info: Created for RF-ID project
while(true)
totalhours=input(formatText('Enter the length of the run in hours. (No less than 5 minutes = 0.0834 hrs)\n'));
newLine; 10
if(~isnumeric(totalhours)llength(totalhours)~=ljtotalhours<(5/60))
fprintf(formatText('Invalid input. Enter a number representing 5 minutes or more.\n'))
else
break;
end
end
GETSTATUS
function[statusj=getStatus(thermometer)
%GETSTATUS qUries the thermometer for its status
% Author: Felica Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
% make sure there are two inputs
if(nargin~=1)
error(formatText('You must enter a thermometer and channels')): 10
elseif(~isa(thermometer.'tcpip'))
error(formatText(I'The thermometer should be connected to the computer via the ethernet port.'));
end
if(strcmpi (get (thermometer. 'Status'), 'closed'))
fopen(thermometer);
end
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command='qst:';
channels=1:4;
% append all the channels for which the temperature is desired,
% separating them by commas
for i=channels
command=[command,num2str(i),',');
end
% remove the comma at the end
command=command(1: (end -1)); 30
% send the cossmoand to the thermometer
fprintf(thermometer.command);
% ivhile there are no bytes available (thermometer has not responded to
% query), wait
bytesAvail=0;
while(bytesAvail==0)
pause(l);
bytesAvail = get(thermometer. 'BytesAvailable');
end 40
% get the value returned by the thermsOometer
retval=fscanf(thermometer);
tokens=tokstr(retval,' :
retval=tokens{2};
retval=tokstr(retval,'
status=cell(1,length(retval));
for i=W:length(retval)
tokens=retval{i};
chv=str2num(tokens(1)); 50
if(chv= =Ochv==2;str2num(tokens(2)) =01str2num(tokens(3)) =0str2num(tokens(4)) =01str2num(tokens(5))~=0)
status{i}='error';
else
status{i}= 'ok';
end
end
GETTEMPERATURE
function[temps,unitschanns] =getTemperature(thermometer,channels)
%GETTEMPERATURE
% fT, U] = GETTEMPER ATURE(X, Y) retunsns the tcsoperatucs, T, and anits, U,
% obtained fromu the channels, Y, of the (fiber optic) thersomseter, X.
% See also:
% processRlaw Trompesat ass
% osake sure there are two inputs 10
if(nargin~=2)
error(formatText('You must enter a thermometer and channels'));
end
% snake sure that thernometer is a tcpip object
if(~isa(thermometer,'tcpip'))
error(formatText('The thermometer should be connected to the computer via the ethernet port.'));
end
% roake sure that channels is a snsoeric smatrix that is non zero length 20
if(~isnumeric(channels))
error(formatText('Enter a channel number or an array of channels'));
elseif(length(channels)==0)
error(formatText('You must enter at least one channel'));
end
% open the thermsoneter if it is closed
if(strcmpi(get(thermometer, 'Status').'closed'))
fopen(thermometer);
end 30
% query temperature cosusand string
command= 'qt:';
% append all the channels for which the tesmsperature is desired,
% separating thesm by commssas
for i=channels
command=[conmmandnum2str(i).'., ];
end 40
% remove the cosmmsa at the end
command=command(1: (end -1));
% send the csomsoand to the thersosoeter
fprintf(thermometer.command);
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% while there are no bytes available (therrnorneter has not responded to
% queryf), wait
bytesAvail=0;
while (bytesAvail==0) 50
pause (1);
bytesAvail = get(thermometer.'BytesAvailable');
end
% yet the value returned by the therm omneter
retval=fscanf(thermometer);
% parse the return value into termperatures, units and channels
[temps.units.channs I=processRawTemperature(retval);
60
% close and re-open the thernoneter so that it is ready for the next
% conmand
fclose(thermometer);
fopen(thermometer);
GETTHERMOMETER
function[thermometer, terminator=getThermometer()
%GETTHERMOMETER sets up the fiber optic thermometer connected to the
%ethernet port of the computer.
% [X, Y] = GETTHERMOMETER() sets up and returns X, a tepip object
% representing the thermnoneter and also returns Y, the terminator used by
% the thermomneter.
A See also GETCOOLER, GETGPIPDEVICES.
10
% network address of the thersnomneter
remote='192.168.1.200';
% port for commiecnication
port=4000;
% terminator - carriage return followed by line feed
terminator='cr/lf':
mess = 'Ensure the thermometer is on, that the probe is connected to the thermometer
mess=[mess.'and that the network cable is connected to the computer. Also, make sure that
mess=[mess.'the IP address for the ethernet port of the computer is 192.168.1.XXX, where XXX ']; 20
mess=[mess,'is an integer value between 1 and 255, inclusive, excluding 200 (the address of
mess=[mess.'the thermometer). Press any key when ready.\n'];
fprintf(formatText (mess));
pause;
A create tcpsp object
thermometer=tcpip(remoteport);
% set termninatOr
set(thermometer. 'Terminator', terminator);
A activate object
fopen(thermometer); 30
fprintf(formatText('Thermometer ready for use.\n'));
GETUSERNAME
functionuser]=getUserName()
%GETUSERNAME queries the user for his/her name
A Author: Felicia Cox
A Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
A Info: Created for RF-ID project
user = input(formatText('Enter the researcher''s name.\n'),'s');
if(length(user)= =0)
user= 'None entered':
end 10
newLine;
GETVOLUME
function[volume]=getVolume()
GETVOL UME queries the user for sample voluome
% Author: Felicia Cox
A Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
while(true)
volume=input(format'rext('Enter the sample volume in cc (cubic centimeters) .\n')):
newLine;
if(isnumeric(volume) & length(volume)==1 & volume>0) 10
break:
else
fprintf(formatText('Enter a scalar value that is greater than 0')):
end
end
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HEX2BIN
function[val]=hex2bin(val)
%HEX2BIN Converts a hcxadecimial string into binary
% H = HEX2BIN(X) converts a hexadecimal string X into binary notation
val=dec2bin(hex2dec(val));
INSTRUCTCOOLER
function[result] =instructCooler(cooler,command,sendvalue)
%INSTRUCTCOOLER Sends a ro-ioand and value to the TE therrno electric cooler
% N = INSTRUCTCOOLER(X,Y,Z) sends an instruction conm bining the comnmand,
% Y, and value, Z, to the cooler X. The instruction sent is formatted
according to the machine language 'used by the therrooelectric cooler, as
is the result returned.
% NOTE: Z should be a nurber only for temperatures. If another connand
% uses a nuniber as a send value but it is not a temperature, convert it 10
% to the appropriate hex value using sroal()
% N = INSTRUCTCOOLER(X, Y) is equivalent to N = INSTRUCTCOOLER(X, Y,") and
% is used for those commands that do not require a value.
% See also:
% srval, invsrsval
% inake sure that there are no feurer than 2 inputs and no miiore than I
if(nargin>3jnargin<2) 20
message=formatText( 'Function needs either 2 or 3 arguments');
error(message);
end
% if there a-re only 2 inputs, mrake sendvalue an emipty string
if(nargin==2)
sendvalue='
end
% if sendvalue is a nurmber, scale it and convert it to hex. (teriperatures 30
% only).
if(isnumeric(sendvalue))
sendvalue=srval(sendvalue* 10);
end
% iake sure sendvalue is a string
if(~ischar(sendvalue))
message='The value to be sent to the cooler must either be
message=[message,'the formatted string or the raw temperature value (number)\n'j;
error(formatText (message)); 40
end
% append sendvalue to the controller ID and co-irimmand strirrq
sendvalue=[ctl,command.sendvalue);
% find the checksum for sendvalue
ss=checksum(sendvalue);
% append sendvalue to the start of transrrission haracter and append the
% checksum- and end of transmission characters to sendvalae
sendvalue= [stx.sendvalue,ss. etx]; 50
% send sendvalue to the cooler
fprintf(cooler.sendvalue);
% vait 2 seconds - possible that cooler hasnt p-rocessed instruction
pause(2);
% rheck eversy second until there are bytrs available
while(get(cooler, 'BytesAvailable') ==0)
fprintf(formatText('Waiting for cooler output.An'));
pause(l);
end
% fet the value fror the cooler 60
result=fscanf(cooler);
INVSRVAL
function[val]=invsrval(val)
%IN VSRVA L Changes the sendreturn value to derinial
% N = INVSRVAL(X) converts the hexadeciroal input X to decimal. Note that
% the input is assumied to be in two's romnplemnent foriat, allowiunn
% negative and positive values.
%
% See also:
% sr-val, pad, turoscomlp 10
if(nargin~=1)
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error('Invalid number of inputs');
elseif(~ishex(val))
error('Input must be an hexadecimal string');
end
binval=pad(hex2bin(val). 'bin');
neg=1;
if(binval()=='1')
neg=-1;
val=twoscomp(val); 20
end
val=neg*hex2dec (val):
ISBIN
function[result]=isbin(val)
%ISBIN Deternines whether the input is a valid binary string
% B = ISBIN(X) returns logical(0) if X is not a valid binary string and
% logical(I) if X is a valid binary string.
[m.n =size(val);
if(m~=1)
error('Input must be single line string');
elseif(~ischar(val)) 10
result=logical (0);
else
result = zeros(1,n);
for j=l:n
dec = double(val(1.j));
if((dec>=double('0') & dec<=double('1')))
result(l.j)=1;
end
end
result = all(result); 20
end
ISEQUIPMENT
function[result]=isEquipment(equipment)
%ISEQUIPMENT determines whether the input is a device used by the RFID
%programs.
% Author: Felicia Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
result=false;
if(iscell(equipment))
[r,c] =size(equipment); 10
if((r==2[r==4 I r==5) & c>=1)
if(r==2)
result= isa(equipment{1,}, 'tcpip') & isa(equipment{2,1}.'serial');
else
result=true;
for i=1:3
result=result & isa(equipment{i.1}, 'visa');
end
result=result & isa(equipment{4.l},'tcpip');
if(r==5) 20
result=result & isa(equipment{5.1},'serial');
end
end
end
end
ISERROR
function[result]=iserror(val)
%ISERROR Determines whether the hexadecirnal input might be the cooler's
%error code.
% E = ISERRt)R(X) returns logical(i) if any character in X is 'X' and
% returns logical(O) otherwise
result=logical(0);
if(~ischar(val) I ishex(val))
return; 10
end
len=length(val),
for i=l:len
if(upper(val(i))=='X')
result=logical(1):
break;
end
end
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ISFILE
function[f}=isFile(str)
%ISFILE determines whether the input is a file path.
% Author: Felicia Cox
% Created: between Ort 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
f=false;
if(~isempty(strfind(str,'\')))
f=true;
end 10
ISHEX
function[result]=ishex(val)
%ISHEX Deteriines whether the input is a heradecirmal string
%
% H = ISHEX(X) returns logical(l) if the string X contains only valid
% hexadeeimaal digits and returns logical(0) otherwise.
% find the dimensions of val
[mn] =size(val);
if(m~=1)
% rultiline strings, ete are not hex 10
error('Input must be single line string');
elseif(~ischar(val))
% only strings are hex
result=logical(0);
else
% variable for holding boolan results
result = false(ln);
for j=l:n
% find the decimal equivalent of the iharitr's ASCII rode
dec = double(val(1,j)); 20
% make sur that rach charater is iither 0 to 9, A to F or a to
%0 f
ih=(dec>=double('O') & dec<=double( '9') 1 (dec>=double('A') & dec<=double('F')) );
ih=(ih(dec>=double('a') & dec<=double('ft')));
if(ih)
result(1,j) =true;
end
end
% the string is hx IF all of the ciiaractrs' re hex
result = all(result); 30
end
ISNUMERICSTRING
function[allnum=isNumericString(input)
%ISNUMERICSTRING deterrisnes whether the string itput contaiis all niurbers
% Author: Felicia Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
if(isnumeric(input) I length(input)==O)
allnum=false; 10
else
n=0:9;
ns=numn2str(n');
n= ['I.';'+';
ns= [ns;n];
len=length(input);
Ins=length(ns);
allnum=true;
for i=l:len
for j=l:lns 20
onenum=false;
if(strcmp(input(i).ns(j)))
onenum=true;
break;
end
end
allnum=allnum & onenum;
if(~allnum)
break;
end 30
end
end
MASSSALINE
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function[mass] =massSaline(VT)
%MASSSALINE determines the mass of a saline sample based on its volume and
%temperature.
% Author: Felicia Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
S=salsaline(); 10
rho=rholatm(T.S);
mass=rho.*V;
MONITORTEMP
% MONITORTEMP script
%MONITORTEMP monitors and records the temperature for a user-set interval.
%The script activates remote control of the relevant equipment and records
%the data at the end of the run.
%
%See also PROCESSDATA, RFANDCOOLER, COOLERONLY, CLEANUP, RFONLY.
% Author: Felicia Cox 10
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
% get the timae that the run started
starttime=clock;
% indicate that the program has started
fprintf(formatText( 'Running MONITORTEMP. Read and follow all instructions carefully.\n'));
% the prefix for all files
startfile='monitor';
therm=getThermometer(); 20
[chanNo.chanNo2] =getChannel();
amb=false;
if(chanNo2~=-5)
amb=true;
chanNo=[chanNo.chanNo2];
end
% proimpt user for researcher name
user = getUserName();
V create outer loop control variable 30
continueLoop=true;
% create inner loop control varzable
need Folder=true;
needTime=true;
% file name
file='';
% the default directory
[logF.printDir]=getDirectory(''.true);
S nake sure user can run miultiple runs ivithout exiting script 40
while(continueLoop)
if(needFolder)
V prompt user for desired file folder;
mess=['Enter the full path of the folder to hold the log files. Press [Enter] for the default, '.printDir.',\n']
logF'=input(formatText(mess).'s');
newLine:
[logF.printFj =getDirectory (logF);
end
% determine next file iuth foriiat sarmpleX.log;
file = getNextFileInSequence(logF.startfile.file); 50
% create and open new file
fid=fopen (fullfile (logF. file). 'w');
if(fid==-l)
fprintf(formatText('The requested file was not created. Please enter a valid path for the folder.\n'));
needFolder=true;
file=' ';
continue;
else
needFolder=false:
end 60
fprintf(formatText(['File: '.printF.'\\' file.'\n']));
if(~amb)
data=zeros(500.2);
else
data=zeros(500.3);
end
counter=;
elapsed=O;
if(needTime)
fids=[ ]; 70
while(true)
mess='How long do you want to monitor the temperature. Enter this time in hours.
mess=[mess,' (No less than 5 minutes = 0.0834 hrs)\n'];
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totalTime= input (formatText(mess));
newLine;
if(~isnumeric(totalTime) I length(totalTime)~= I totalTime<(5/60))
fprintf(formatText('Invalid input. Enter a number representing 5 minutes or more.\n'))
else
break;
end 80
end
end
totalTime=totalTime*3600;
fprintf(formatText( 'Beginning run.\n'));
% get current time (tic)
tic;
while(true)
[tempunit] = getTemperature(thermchanNo);
ctime=toc;
if(~amb) 90
data(counter. 1) =temp;
data(counter.2) =ctime;
else
data(counter, 1) =temp(l);
data(counter,2) =temp(2);
data(counter,3) =ctime;
end
if(~amb)
fprintf(formatText(['Current temperature: ',formatTemperature(tempunit)]));
else 100
mess= ['Current sample temperature: '.formatTemperature(temp(1) unit (1))];
mess=[mess.' ; Current ambient temperature: ',formatTemperature(temp(2) unit(2))];
fprintf(formatText(mess));
end
if(ctime>=totalTime)
break;
end
counter=counter+ 1;
end
fprintf(formatText('Writing data to log file.\n')): 110
fprintf(fid,['Researcher: ',user,'\n']);
fprintf(fid.['Folder: ',printF,'\n']);
fprintf(fid.['File name: '.file. '\n']);
fprintf(fid, ['Time: '.datestr(starttime).'\n']):
fprintf(fid. ['Length of run: '.num2str(totalTime/3600).' hours.\n']);
fprintf(fid, ['Thermometer channel: ',num2str(chanNo).'.\n'[);
if(~amb)
heads='FOT\tTIME';
else
heads= 'FOT\tFOT2\tTIME' 120
end
fprintf(fid.formatText ('Data format:\n'));
fprintf(fid. [heads. '\n');
%owrite data to file in table fori
saveData(fid,data);
fids(end+l)=fid;
% if the end of run, ask user iwhrfher to akce another run
yes=exitLoop(;
if(yes)
continueLoop=false; 130
else
fprintf(formatText(['Note that the same folder, '.printDir,', will be used.\n']));
while(true)
val=input(formatText('Do you want to use the same time period? (Y/N)'),'s');
if(strcmpi(val. 'y'))
needTime=false;
break;
elseif(strcmpi(val.'n'))
needTime=true;
break; 140
else
fprintf(formatTxt('You must enter either Y or N.'));
end
end
end
end
fprintf(formatText('Closing instruments and files'));
instrreset;
for i=l:length(fids) 150
fclose(fids(i));
end
fprintf(formatText('PROGLRAM COMPLETE\n'));
MW2DBM
function[dbm]=mW2dbm(mW)
% MW2DBM converts roW to dBmo
% M = MW2DBM(X) converts X, power in railliwatts, to d(07, M.
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% See also DBM2MW.
% Author: Felicia Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project 10
% Check for errors
% 1 Single input required, numeric, non-zero length
if(nargin~=1)
error('Single input required.');
elseif(~isnumeric(dbm) I length(dbm)<l)
error('Input must be numeric and of non-zero length.');
end
% Conversion
dbm=10*log10(mW): 20
MYROUND
function[val]=myround(valpowlO)
%MYROUND rounds val to the nearest power of 10
% M = MYRO UND(X, Y) rounds X to the nearest pourer of 10 indicated by Y.
% Exarples:
% M=nryround(1.234,-1)
% M=
% 1.2. 10
% M = rrornd(1.234, 0)
% M=
% I
% rrake sure that the inputs are nurrbers
if(~isnumeric(val) I isnumeric(powlO))
error('Inputs must be numeric');
elseif(length(val)==0 I length(powlO0)==0)
error('Invalid input; enter scalar inputs only'); 20
elseif(length(val)>1 I length(powlo)>1)
error('Only scalar inputs are valid');
end
% rrake sure poor10 is an. integer
powlO=round(powiO);
% if pow10 is rot 0, scale val by 10^-pow10, round the result to the
% nearest integer, then scale by 10-polO
% otherwsis, (continue to else) 30
if(powlO~=0)
val = round(val/10-powl0)*10^powl0;
else
% round to the nearest integer
val=round(val):
end
MYSTRFIND
function[out]=mystrfind(inpat)
%MYSTRFIND returns a cell array irdicating the locations in the input cell
%array where the string input is found.
% Author: Felicia Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
if(~iscell(in))
error(formatText('This function is for use with cell arrays')); 10
end
len=length(in);
if(len==0)
out={0};
else
for i=l:len
val=in{i}:
if(length(val)==0 1~ischar(val))
out{i}=0;
else 20
out{i}=strfind(val.pat):
end
end
end
NEWLINE
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function[ ]=newLine(fidnum)
%NEWLINE prints a specified number of new lines (second input) to the file
% (first input)
% Author: Felicia Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RfF-ID project
if(nargin==O) 10
num=1;
end
if(nargin<2)
fid=i;
end
for i=1:num
s=[s,'\n'];
end
fprintf(fid.s); 20
PAD
function[val=pad(val,base)
%PAD Pads the hexadecimal or binary inpUt (val) zeros based on base.
% P = PAD(X, Y) pads the hexadecirnal or binacy string X with zeros, based
% on the base, Y. If Y is hex, the string should have 8 digits. If Y is
% bin, the string should have 32 digits. The string is padded to the
% left.
%
% P=PAD(X) is identical to P = PAD(X, 'hex')
10
if(nargin>2 I nargin<O)
% either 1 or 2 inputs only
error('Invalid number of inputs');
elseif(nargin==l)
% if only one input, base is hex, by default
base= 'hex';
end
if(~ischar(val) I ~ischar(base))
% both the value and the base must be strings 20
error('Input(s) must be string');
elseif(lower(base) ~='hex' & lower(base) -= 'bin')
% base ran only be bin(ary) or hex(adecinial)
error('Base must be hex - hexadecimal - or bin - binary');
elseif(~ishex(val) & ~isbin(val))
% voal roust either be binary or hexadrcimnal string
error('Input must be single-line hexadecimal or binary string');
end
if(lower(base)=='hex' & ishex(val)) 30
% 4 characters for hex strings
amt=8;
elseif(lower(base)== 'bin' & isbin(val))
% 32 characters for binary strings
amt=32;
else
% type of val and base rust be consistent
error('Value and base incompatible');
end
40
% actual length if the string val
len=length(val);
if(len>amt)
% trii to the correct nrumber of digits, keeping thr least significant
% bits
val=val((len-amt+1):en);
elseif(len<amt)
% pad the front of the nrber with zeros
for i=1:(amt-len)
val=['0' val; 50
end
else
%do nothing
end
PADTEXT
function[str=padText(str,lenpre)
%PADTEXT pads the string (first input) with blanks to the given length
%(second input). Where the third input is present, it indicates whether to
%add the blanks to the beginning of the string.
% Author: Felicia Cox
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% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
if(nargin<1)
error(formatText('Must have at least one argument.')); 10
elseif(~ischar(str))
error(formatText( 'First argument must be a string.'));
elseif(nargin==1)
len=20;
pre=false;
elseif(nargin==2 & isnumeric(len) & length(len)==1)
pre=false;
elseif(nargin==2 & islogical(len) & length(len)==1)
pre=len;
len=20; 20
elseif(~isnumeric(len) I length(len)~=l I ~islogical(pre) I length(pre)-=1)
error(formatText('Second argument must be a scalar number and third argument must be a scalar logical.'));
end
ls=length(str);
if(ls>len)
error(formatText('String is too long.'));
elseif(ls<len)
for i=1:(len-ls) 30
if(pre)
str=[s.str];
else
str=(str.s];
end
end
end
PROCESSDATA
%PROCESSDATA script
%PROCESSDATA facilitate processing and plotting of data recorded in LOG
%formsat using the RFID scripts.
%See also MONITORTEMP, RFONLY, RFANDCOOLER, COOLERONLY, CLEANUP.
% Author: Felicsa Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project 10
fprintf(formatText ('Running PROCESSDATA'));
% the default directory
[logF.printDir(=getProcDirectory(' 'true);
mcss=['Enter the directory containing the log files to be processed, Press [Enter] to use the default. ',printDir.'\n'];
logF=input(formatText().'s');
(logFprintDir]=getProcDirectory(logF);
dir(logF);
ext=' . log';
while(true) 20
newLine;
file=input(formatText('Enter the name of the log file to be displayed or enter ''Next'' to continue. '),'s');
if(strcmpi(file. 'next'))
break;
end
if(~strcmpi(file(end-length(ext)+l:end)ext))
file=[file.ext];
end
fname=fullfile(logF.file);
if(~exist(fname)) 30
newLine;
fprintf(formatText('The file you entered does not exist.'));
else
type(fname);
end
end
newLine;
file=input(formatText(['Enter the name of the log file to be processed']),'s');
if(-strcmpi(file(end -- length(ext)+1:end),cxt)) 40
file= [file-ext];
end
fname=fullfile(logF.file):
if(-exist(fname))
proc=false;
else
fid=fopen(fname.'r');
proc=true;
end
havePower=false; 50
if(proc)
tp
7
=( isempty(findstr(file.'control')) [isempty(findstr(file.'sample')));
tp&= (tp7 ~isempty(flndstr(file.'rfandcooler')) Iisempty(flndstr(file. 'rfonly'))):
if(tp7)
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lim=7;
havePower=true;
elseif(~isempty(flndstr(file, 'monitor')) ~isempty(findstr(file,'cooler')))
lim=2;
else
lim=O; 60
end
if(lim~=0)
format='';
for i=1:lim
format=[format, 'Xn'];
if(i<lim)
format=[format,' '];
end
end
70
%get file
%ass'rmne fnane is the file narie & fid is opened reference to farni'e
prelim={};
lineno=0;
fprintf(formatText(['Processing file ',printDir. '\\', file,'.'I));
newLine;
while(true)
tline=fgetl(fid);
if(tline==-1)
break; 80
elseif(length(tline)==0)
lineno=lineno+1:
continue;
end
if(~isNumericString(tline(1)))
lineno=lineno+1;
prelim{lineno} =tline;
else
break:
end 90
end
if(lineno>0)
last=findlndex(mystrfind(prelim,'Data'))- 1;
for i=1:last
str=prelim{i};
if(-isempty(str))
if(isFile(str))
else
fprintf(formatText(str));
end 100
end
end
newLine;
fseek(fid.0. 'bof');
data=textscan(fid, format. 'headerLines'.lineno);
fclose(fid);
heads=tokstr(prelim{lineno});
begs={ 'Researcher: ';'Folder: ';'File name: ';'Time: ';'Description: ';'Length of run: '};
begs={begs; 'Time to collect data before turning on RF: ';'Thermometer channel: '};
begs={begs;'Desired temperature: ';'Desired frequency: ';'Desired power level: ';'RF turned on after: '}; 110
len=length(begs);
counter=1;
predata= { };
for i=1:len
beg=begs{i};
[value,endg] =extractlnfo(prelim, beg);
if( isnan(value))
predata{counter.1 } =beg;
predata{counter.2} =value;
predata{counter.3}=endg; 120
counter=counter+1;
end
end
if(havePower)
rfst=predata{findlndex(mystrfind(predata begs{end }))2}:
end
[rows. cols]=size(data);
xax=heads{cols};
xaxf=undoAbbrev(xax);
xaxu=findUnit(xax); 130
xdt=data{cols};
rfsti=1;
if(havePower)
for i=l:length(xdt)
if(xdt(i)>=rfst)
rfsti=i;
break;
end
end
end 140
averages={ };
absorbed=zeros(size(xdt));
counter=1;
handles=[ 1;
120
for i=1:cols-1
head=headsli};
if (strcmpi(head,'M2A') Istrcmpi (head, ' M2B')
dataf i}=dataji}+30;
end
if (strcm pi (head, 'M2A') Istrcmpi (head. 'M2B') Istrcmpi (head.' M1') 150
dataf i}=dbm2w(dataf i});
end
if(~ (strcmpi(head, 'SGL') Istrcmpi (head.,'SGF')))
dt=datali};
full=undoAbbrev (head);
[unit. coefI= findUnit (head);
if(rfsti>l)
avg=mean(dt(rfsti:end));
else
avg=mean(dt); 160end
averages Icounter,1} =full;
averages {counter,2} =avg;
averages Icounter, 3}=unit;
absorbed= absorbed+coef *dt;
h =figure ('Vis ible', 'of f ',.'Name '. full);
handles (counter) =h;
plot(xdt,dt);
xlabel([xaxf,' (',xaxu,')']);
ylabel([full,' (',unit,')']); 170
counter=counter+1;
end
end
if (havePower)
averages [counter, 1} ='Absorbed Power';
if(rfsti>l)
averages Icounter,2} =mean (absorbed (rfsti:end));
else
averages Icounter, 2}=mean (absorbed);
end 180
averages tcounter.3} ='W';
h =figure ('is ible','of f ','Name'. averages Icounter.,1});
hand Ies (counter) =h;
plot (xdt, absorbed);
xlabel([xaxf,' (',xaxu,')'I);
ylabel([averagesf counter,1}, ' ('.averages jcounter,3}11,')');
end
fp r int f(form at'rext ('Averages '));fprintf(formatText('********'));
[r,c] =size (averages); 190
for i=1:r
fpri ntf (formatText ([averages i, 1}.': ',num2str(averagesji,2}),' ',averages(i,3}]));
end
if (havePower)
newLine;
fprintf (formatText ('Absorbed power is calculated from incident, reflected and transmitted power.'));
end
for i=1:length(handles)
set(handles(i), 'Visible', 'on');
end 200
if (havePower)
vol= E -6;
rho=1000;
mass=vol*rho;
cond=2;
[E. SAR] =calcESA R (averages Iend,2}J,mass, vol.cond);
newLine;
fprintf (formatText(['Sample & Run Properties'l));
fprintf(formatText(['***********************']));
fprintf(formatText([ 'Mass: ',num2str(mass),' kg'])); 210
fprintf (formatText ([ 'Density: '.numn2str(rho).' kg/m^3']));,fpr int f(format Text (['Volume: '.num2str(vol).' m-3']));
fprintf (formatText(['Conductivity: '.num2str(cond),' S/m'l));
fprintf(formatText([ 'SAR: ',num2str(SAR),' W/kg'])):
fprintf(formatText(['E: '.num2str(E).' V/m']));
end
else
newLine;
fprintf (formatText ('Sorry - the f ile is empty.')
end 220
else
newLine;
fprintf (formatText ('Unknown f ile type.')
end
else
fprintf (formatText ('Sorry, the file you entered does not exist.'))
end
clear all;
newLine, 230
fpr int f(format Text (['PROGRAM COMPLETE'1));
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REMOVEEMPTIES
function(matrix=removeEmpties(matrix)
%REMO VEEMPTIES renoves emrpty rows and columrns from the matrix input
% Author: Felicia Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
%iterate over the rows of the mratrix, from high to low
vec = fliplr(1:size(matrix,1));
for i=vec 10
%if the row is empty
if(all(abs(matrix(i,:)-O)<1E-16))
%rerove it
matrix(i,:)=[];
end
end
%ictcrate over the cotrrns on the rratrix, fror high to low
vec = fliplr(1:size(matrix,2));
for i=vec
%if the colonn is ermpty 20
if(all(abs(matrix(:,i)-O)<lE-16))
%remove it
matrix(:.i)=[];
end
end
RFANDCOOLER
%RFANDCOOLER script
%RFANDCOOLER executes experirert runs for the RF-ID test set-up in a
%"sarple" configuration, i.e. with terrmperaturrergulation.
% The script activates remote control rif the relevant equipnrent and records
%the data (it the end of the run.
%
%See also MONITORTEMP, PROCESSDATA, RFONLY, COOLERONLY, CLEANUP.
10
% Author: Felicia Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
% get the time that the ran started
starttime=clock;
% indicate that the prograr has started
fprintf(formatText('Running RFANDCOOLER. Read and follow all instructions carefully.\n'));
% the prefix for all files 20
startfile= 'rfandcooler';
% set desired cooler terrperature control string
det='lc';
% create and open all the equiprment
equip= getEquipment();
% prorrpt user for researcher ne
user = getUserName(;
create outer loop corrtrol variable
continueLoop =true;
% create iner loop control variable 30
needFolder= true;
% file nare
file='';
%o the defaUlt dirrctory
[logF.printDir]=getDirectory(' ',true);
% rrake sure rser can run rltipl' rns without exiting script
while (continueLoop)
if(needFolder)
% prormpt rser for desired file folder; 40
mess=['Enter the full path of the folder to hold the log files. Press [Enter] for the default, ',printDir.'.';
logF=input (formatText (mess), 's');
newLine;
[logF.printF] =getDirectory (logF);
end
% deter-roine next file with forrrat sarpleX.loy;
file = getNextFilelnSequence(logFstartfilefile);
% create and open new file
fid=fopen(fullfile(logFfile),'w');
if(fid==-1) 50
fprintf(formatText('The requested file was not created. Please enter a valid path for the folder.\n'));
needFolder=true;
file='':
continue;
else
needFolder=false;
end
fprintf(formatText( ['File: ',printF.'\\'.file.'\n']));
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% prompt the user for a description of the ran 60
userin=input(formatText('Enter a brief description of this run - e.g. percentage, type of protein, etc\n').'s');
newLine;
% proropt user for length of run in hours and write it to the file
totalTime=getRunLength()*3600;
% prompt the user for a length of time to run ath the RF off
baseLine=getBaseLineTime(totalTime) *60;
% prompt user for thermometer channel
[chanNochanNo2 =getChannel();
% prompt user for desired temperature in degrees celsius and twrite it
% to the file 70
desTemp=getDesiredTemperature(;
% set the desired cooler temperature to that input by the user
instructCooler(equip{5} .det desTemp);
turnOn(equip{5});
% prompt user for desired frequency
desF'req=getDesiredFrequency(;
% prompt user for desired level
desLevel=getDesiredPowerLevel();
scale=findScale(desTemp, desFreqdesLevel);
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if(chanNo2~=-1)
chanNo=[chanNo,chanNo2];
end
7 ereate cell array to hold values and counter variable
[data.counterheads] =getfDataArray (fid, 500);
setParams(equip{ 3}. [desFreq.desLevel);
isOn=false;
elapsed=; 90
rfOn=0;
fids=[];
fprintf(formatText('Beginning run.\n'));
% get current time (tic)
tic;
while(true)
if(~isOn & (elapsed>=baseLine))
turnOn(equip{3});
rfOn=toc;
isOn=true; 100
end
adjustTemperature(equip{5} .equip{4} ,chanNo.desTemp.scale);
% collect values: 1 - M2A; 2 - M2B; 3 - MI; 4 - SGL; 5 - SGF; 6 -
% FOT: 7 - TIME OR 7 - FOT2; 8 - TIME
[data,counter,elapsed, ctemp] =collectData(equip.chanNodata.counter):
if(elapsed>=totalTime)
break;
elseif(mod(counter.5)==0)
mess=[num2str(counter),' data points read in ',num2str(elapsed),' 'secs; '];
mess= [mess. 'Current sample temperature is '.formatTemperature(data(counter--1,6),'C'),'.\n']; 110
fprintf(formatText(mess));
end
scale=findScale(ctemp. desFreqdesLevel);
end
turnOff(equip{3});
instructCooler(equip{5} ,det.desTemp);
turnOff(equip{5});
%7 write the researcher nasoe, file path, current time to the file
fprintf(formatText('Writing data to log file.\n'));
fprintf(fid,['Researcher: ',user,'\n']); 120
fprintf(fid.['Folder: ',printF,'\n']);
fprintf(fid.['File name: ',file.'\n']);
fprintf(fid, ['Time: '.datestr(starttime).'\n']);
fprintf(fid,['Description: ',userin.'\n']);
fprintf(fid. ['Length of run: ',num2str(totalTime/3600).' hours.\n']);
fprintf(fid,['Time to collect data before turning on RF: '.num2str(baseLine/60).' minutes.\n']);
fprintf(fid. ['Thermometer channel: '.nun2str(chanNo(1)),'.n');
if(length(chanNo)==2)
fprintf(fid.['Sample temperature channel: '.num2str(chanNo(2)).\n']);
end 130
fprintf(fid.['Desired temperature: ',num2str(desTemp).' '.char(176),'C.\n']);
fprintf(fid.['Desired frequency: ',num2str(desFreq).' GHz.\n']);
fprintf(fid. ['Desired power level: '.nurn2str(desLevel).' dBm.\n']);
newLine(fid.1);
fprintf(fid.formatText(['RF turned on after: ',num2str(rfOn).' secs.\n']));
newLine(fid.1);
fprintf(fid.formatText('Data format:\n'));
fprintf(fid, [heads.'\n');
57 wrste data to file si. table form 140
saveData(fid data);
fids(end+1)=fid;
% if the end of run, ask user wshether to sake another run
yes=exitLoop[);
if(yes)
continueLoop=false;
else
fprintf(formatText(['Note that the same folder, '.printDir.', will be used.\n']));
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end
end 150
% if finished, close all files and devices
fprintf(formatText('Closing instruments and files'));
instrreset;
for i=l:length(fids)
fclose(fids(i));
end
fprintf(formatText ('PROGRAM COMPLETE\n'));
RFONLY
%RFONLY script
%
%RFONLY executes experment runs for the RF-ID test set-op in a
% "control" configuration, i.e. without temrperature rgculation using the
%therrmoelectric cooler.
%oThe script activates remiote control of the relevant equipment and records
%the data at the end of the ran.
%
%See also MONITORTEMP, PROCESSDATA, RFANDCOOLER, COOLERONLY, CLEANUP. 10
% Author: Felicia Cox
A Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
A Info: Created for RF-ID project
A get current time and indicate ran has started
starttime=clock;
fprintf(formatText('Running RFONLY. Read and follow all instructions carefully.\n'));
A the prefix for all files; file nawme; default diectory (regular and
A console formats 20
startfile= 'rfonly';
file='';
[logF,printDir]=getDirectory('',true);
A set desired cooler teraperature control string
dct='Ic';
A create outer loop folder loop control variables
continueLoop=true;
need Folder=true;
% create and open all the equiprment except the cooler
equip=getRFEquipment(; 30
% prorrpt user for researcher narme
user = getUserName(;
while(continueLoop)
if(needFolder)
% prorrpt rser for desired file folder;
mess='Enter the full path of the folder to hold the log files. ';
mess=[mess.'Press [Enter] for the default, ',printDir.\n'];
logF=input(formatText(mess),'s');
newLine; 40
[logF.printF] =getfDirectory (logF);
end
A deterrinre next file unth forrat sarmpleX.log; create and open the
% file; make sure it exists
file = getNextFileInSequence(logF.startfile.file);
fid=fopen(fullfile(logF.file).'w');
if(fid==- 1)
fprintf(formatText('The requested file was not created. Please enter a valid path for the folder.\n'));
needFolder=true;
file=''; 50
continue;
else
necdFolder=false;
end
% print file naie
fprintf(formatText( ['File: '.printF.'\\'.file. '\n' ));
A prorimpt the aser for
% 1 a description (if the ran
A 2 a rni length in hours 60
%o 3 a tirre to ran expt nith the RF off
% 4 the channel to rreasure saiple temperature
% 5 the RF frequency and RF level
userin=input(formatText('Enter a brief description of this run - e.g. percentage, type of protein, etc.\n'),'s');
newLine;
totalTime=getRunLength()*3600;
baseLine=getBaseLineTime(totalTime)*60;
[chanNo,chanNo2] =getChannel();
desFreq=getfDesiredFrequency ();
desLevel=getDesiredPowerLevcl(); 70
if(chanNo2~=-1)
chanNo=[chanNo.chanNo2];
end
% create cell array to hold values, counter variable and headings
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[data.counter.headsj =getDataArray(fid500);
% setup the signal generator and create variables; start timer
setParams(equip { 3} [desFreq.desLevel]);
isOn=false; 80
elapsed=O;
rfOn=O;
fids=[];
fprintf(formatText('Beginning run.\n'));
tic;
while(true)
% start RF if not already on and baseLine time elapsed
if(~isOn & (elapsed>=baseLine))
turnOn(equip{3});
rfOn=toc; 90
isOn=true;
end
% collect values: 1 - M2A; 2 - M2B 3 - M1; 4 - SGL; 5 - SGF: 6 -
%0 FOT; 7 - TIME OR 7 - FOT2; 8 - TIME
[data. counter.elapsed] =collectData(equip chanNo.data.counter);
if (elapsed> =totalTime)
break:
elseif(mod(counter,5)==0)
mess=[num2str(counter),' data points read in '.num2str(elapsed).' secs; 'I;
mess=[mess,'Current sample temperature is '.formatTemperature(data(counter-1,6).'C'),'.\n']; 100
fprintf(formatText(mess));
end
end
turnOff(equip{3});
% irite all inforucation to file
fprintf(formatText('Writing data to log file.\n'));
fprintf(fid['Researcher: ',user.'\n']);
fprintf(fid,['Folder: ',printF,'\n']);
fprintf(fid,['File name: ',file,'\n']);
fprintf(fid. ['Time: '.datestr(starttime),'\n']); 110
fprintf(fid, ['Description: ',userin. '\n ');
fprintf(fid,['Length of run: ',num2str(totalTime/3600),' hours.\n']);
fprintf(fidj['Time to collect data before turning on RF: '.num2str(baseLine/60).' minutes.\n']);
fprintf(fid,['Thermometer channel: ',num2str(chanNo(1)).\n']);
if(length(chanNo)= =2)
fprintf(fid,{'Sample temperature channel: '.num2str(chanNo(2)),'.\n']);
end
fprintf(fid,['Desired frequency: ',num2str(desFreq).' GHz.\n'[);
fprintf(fid, ['Desired power level: ',num2str(desLevel),' dBm \n']);
newLine(fid,1): 120
fprintf(fidformatText(['RF turned on after: '.num2str(rfOn),' secs.\n'[));
newLine(fid.1);
fprintf(fid,formatText('Data format:\n'));
fprintf(fid. [heads,'\n']);
saveData(fid data);
fids(end+l)=fid;
6 ask user whether to make another run
yes=exitLoop(;
if (yes)
continueLoop=false; 130
else
fprintf(formatText(['Note that the same folder, ',printDir.', will be used.\n'[));
end
end
% to finish, close all files and devices
fprintf(formatText('Closing instruments and files'));
instrreset;
for i=1:length(fids)
fclose(fids(i)); 140
end
fprintf(formatText(PROGRAM COMPLETE\n'));
RHO1ATM
function[rhoj=rholatm(TS)
%RHOIATM determines the density of sea iater (saline) based on tecoperature
%(first input) and salinity (second input) for a I atmaosphere.
% Author: Felscia Cox
% Created: betoween Ot 2005 - June 2006
%6 Info: Created for RF-ID project
rho = 999.842594 + 6.793952E-2*T; 10
rho = rho - 9.095290E-3*T^2 + 1.001685E--4*T3;
rho = rho - 1.120083E-6*T^4 + 6.536332E-9*T^5;
rho = rho + 8.24493E-l*S - 4.0899E-3*T*S;
rho = rho + 7.6438E-5*T'2*S - 8.2467E-7*T^3*S;
rho = rho + 5.3875E-9*T^4*S - 5.72466E-3*S^(3/2);
rho = rho -+ 1.0227E-4*T*S-(3/2) -- l.6546E-6*T-2*S^(3/2);
rho = rho + 4.8314E-4*S-2:
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SALSALINE
function[S] = salsaline()
%SALSALINE calculates the salinity of phosphate-buffered saline
% Author: Felicia Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
H = 1.00795;
0 = 15.9994;
Na = 22.98976928;
P = 30.973763; 10
CI = 35.4527;
K = 39.0983;
cNaC1 = 137E-3;
cKCL = 2.7E-3;
cNa2HP04 = 2E-3;
cKH2PO4 = 8E-3;
fmNaCl = Na + Cl;
fmKCl = K + Cl; 20
fmNa2HP04 = 2*Na + H + P + 4*0;
fmKH2PO4 = K + 2*H + P + 4*0;
S = cNaCl*fmNaCl + cKCl*fmKCl + cNa2HP04*fmNa2HP04 + cKH2PO4*fmKH2PO4;
SAVEDATA
function[]=saveData(fiddata)
%SAVEDATA saves the cell arrray (second input) to the file with the id
%equal to the first input.
% Author: Felicia Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
data=removeEmpties(data);
[rows.cols] =size(data); 10
unit='%2.5g';
fileformat=' ;
for i=1:cols
if(i~=cols)
fileformat=[fileformatunit,'\t'];
else
fileformat= [fileformat.unit,'\n'];
end
end
fprintf(fid.fileformat.data'); 20
SRVAL
function[val=srval(val)
%SR.VAL Determines and formats the send/return value in HEX
% S = SRVAL(X) converts the deinal input X to hexadecinal and fornats it
% to 8 hex digits as needed for the therno-electric cooler controllrr.
% Note that the hex value returned is a two 's cmplemoent value, allowing
% negative and positive nuibers.
% See also:
H inesrual, pad, twosconp 10
if(nargin~=1)
error('Invalid number of inputs');
elseif(~isnumeric(val))
error('Input must be an integer');
end
s=sign(val);
val=dec2hex(intl6(abs(va)));
if(s<0)
val=twoscomp(val); 20
end
val=lower(pad(val. 'hex'));
START
function[ J=start(sigGenvals)
%START sets the signal generator parameters and turns it on
H Author: Felicia Cox
H Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
H Info: Created for RF-ID project
fprintf(formatText('Setting signal generator parameters.\n'));
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fprintf(sigGen['FREQ '.num2str(vals(1)).'GHz']);
fprintf(sigGen.['POW '.num2str(vals(2)).,'dBm']);
fprintf(formatText('Turning on signal generators. \n')); 10
fprintf(sigGen,'OUTP:STAT ON');
STOP
function[ =stop(sigGen)
%STOP stops the signal generator
% Author: Felicia Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
fprintf(sigGen. 'OUTP:STAT OFF');
fprintf(sigGen'*RST; *CLS');
STX
functiontresult=stx()
% STX Start transmission character for TE (therro-electric) cooler
% controller.
% See also ACK, CTL, ETX.
result='*';
TOKSTR
function[tokens] =tokstr(str, delim)
%TOKSTR splits a string (first input) into tokens based on a delioiter
%(second input)
% Author: Felicia Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
'a Info: Created for RF-ID project
if(nargin==1)
delim='ws : 10
elseif(nargin==0)
error('Insufficient arguments');
end
if(~ischar(str) I ischar(delim))
error('Input(s) must be string(s)');
end
tokens={};
counter=1;
if(strcmpi(delim,'s')) 20
str=strtrim(str);
while(true)
[tCr] =strtok(str);
if(~isempty(t))
tokens{counter}I=t;
end
if(isempty(r))
break;
end
str=strtrim(r); 30
counter=counter+ 1;
end
else
locs=strfind(strdelim);
if(~isempty(locs))
len=length(locs);
for i=1:len
if(i==1)
first=1;
last=locs(1) --1; 40
if(last > first)
tok=str (first:last)
tokens{counter }=tok;
counter=counter +1:
end
end
if(i==len)
first=locs(len)+length(delim) -1:
last=length(str):
else 50
first=locs(i) +length(delim) -1;
last=locs(i+1)-1;
end
if(last>first)
tok=str(first:last);
tokens{counter} =tok;
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counter=counter+ 1;
end
end
end 60
end
TURNOFF
function( =turnOff(device)
if(isa(device,'visa'))
fprintf(formatText('Turning off signal generator'));
fprintf(device,'OUTP:STAT OFF');
fprintf(formatText('Signal generator OFF'));
elseif(isa(device,'serial'))
fprintf(formatText('Turning off cooler'));
instructCooler(device, '2d',srval(O));
fprintf(formatText('Cooler OFF'));
end 10
TURNON
function[ ]=turnOn(device)
%TURNON turns on the input - either the signal generator or the coolei
% Author: Felicia Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
if(isa(device.'visa'))
fprintf(formatText('Turning on signal generator'));
fprintf(device.'OUTP:STAT ON'); 10
fprintf(formatText ('Signal generator ON'));
elseif(isa(device. 'serial'))
fprintf(formatText( 'Turning on cooler'))
instructCooler(device.'2d', srval(1));
fprintf(formatText('Cooler ON'));
end
TWOSCOMP
function[result] =twoscomp(val,base)
%TWOSCOMP Finds the two's compleml)ent of :11 and returns it in the
%speci fed base.
% T = TWOSCOMP(X, Y) finds the two's comrplieent of the hexadecimlal or
% binarsj string X. The base, Y, m0.1st mfatch the formnat of X. The value
% returned is in. the samini formoat (binary!hexadecIml) as X (i.e. sari
% base Y).
if(nargin>2 | nargin<l) 10
error('Invalid number of inputs');
elseif(nargin==1)
base = 'hex';
end
if(~ishex(val) & ~isbin(val))
error('Input must be hexadecimal or binary string');
elseif(lower(base)~='hex' & lower(base)~='bin')
error('Invalid base. Must be hex or bin');
end 20
result=val;
if(ishex(val) & lower(base)== 'hex')
result = hex2bin(result);
elseif(isbin(val)&lower(base)== 'bin')
%do nothing
else
error('Base does not match value');
end 30
result = pad(result,'bin');
len=length(result);
for i=1:len
if(result(i)=='O')
result(i)='1';
else
result(i)='0';
end 40
end
result = bin2dec(result);
result=result+l1;
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if(lower(base)=='hex')
result = dec2hex(result);
else
result=dec2bin(result);
end 50
result = pad(result,base);
UNDOABBREV
function[name=undoAbbrev(abbrev)
% UNDOABBREV returns the full name of a stored quantity based on Its
%abbreviation.
% Author: Felicia Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
if(nargin==O)
error(formatText('Must enter at least one argument.')); 10
elseif(~ischar(abbrev))
error(formatText('Input must be a string'));
end
if(strcmpi(abbrev.'M2A'))
name='Incident Power';
elseif(strcmpi(abbrev. 'M2B'))
name= 'Reflected Power';
elseif(strcmpi(abbrev.'M1'))
name='Transmitted Power';
elseif(strcmpi(abbrev.'SGL')) 20
name='Signal Generator Level';
elseif(strcmpi(abbrev.'SGF'))
name='Signal Generator Frequency';
elseif(strcmpi(abbrev, 'FOT'))
name='Sample Temperature';
elseif(strcmpi(abbrev, 'FOT2'))
name='Ambient Temperature';
elseif(strcmpi(abbrev. 'TIME'))
name='Time';
else 30
name='Unknown';
end
W2DBM
function[dbm]=w2dbm(watts)
%W2DBM converts the input porer(watts) to dBr.
% W = W2DBM(P) calculates the value of the power P rn anits of dBrr where
% P is rneasured in watts (W).
%
% See also DBM2W
% Author: Felicia Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006 10
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
% Check for errors
% 1 Single input required, numeric, non-zero length
if(nargin~=1)
error('Single input required.');
elseif(~isnumeric(dbm) Ilength(dbm)<1)
error('Input must be numeric and of non-zero length.');
end
dcbm=30+10*loglO(watts); 20
CALCESAR
function[ESAR]=calcESAR(powervolume,frequencytemperature,salinity)
%CALCESAR Calculates the E field and SAiR of a saline samaple given its
%absorbed power, solurme, frequency. terrperature and salinity.
%
% [ESARj=CALCESAR(PVT,S) calculates the E(lectric) field and specific
% absorption rate (SAPR) for a saiple of saline grven the poower
H absorbed by the sarnple, P, the frequency of the radiation that the
% sample is exposed to, F, and the volurrr, V. teraperatase, T, and
% salinity, S of the samrple.
10
H Author: Felicia Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
H Info: Created for RF-ID project
% Check for crrors:
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% 1 All inputs needed and nust be scalar numbers
if(nargin~=5)
error('All inputs required.');
elseif( isnumeric(power) I isnumeric(volume) isnumeric(frequency) ~isnumeric(temperature) isnumeric(salinity))
error('All inputs must be numeric.'); 20
elseif(length(power)~=1 I length(volume) =1 I length(frequency)~=1 I length(temperature)-=1 length(salinity) =1)
error('All inputs must be scalar');
end
rho=rholatm(temperaturesalinity);
mass = rho*volume;
[epssig] =epssw(frequency ,temperature.salinity);
SAR=power/mass;
E=sqrt(rho*SAR/sig);
CALCESAR
function[E,SAR]=calcESAR(power,volume,frequency,temperature,salinity)
%CALCESAR Calculates the E field and SAR of a saline sample given its
%absorbed power, volume, frequency, temperature and salinity.
% [E,SAR]=CALCESAR(P,V,T,S) calculates the E(lectric) field and specrfic
% absorption rate (SAR) for a sample of saline given the power
% absorbed by the sample, P, the frequency of the radiation that the
% sample is exposed to, F, and the volume, V, temperature, T, and
% salinity, S of the sample.
10
% Author: Felicia Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
% Check for errors:
% I All inputs needed and must be scalar nam.bers
if(nargin~=5)
error('All inputs required.');
elseif(~isnumeric(power) Iisnumeric(volume) isnumeric(frequency) I isnumeric(temperature) ~isnumeric(salinity))
error('All inputs must be numeric.'); 20
elseif(length(power)~=1 I length(volume)~=1 I length(frequency)~=1 length(temperature)-=1 length(salinity)-=1)
error('All inputs must be scalar');
end
rho=rholatm(temperaturesalinity);
mass = rho*volume;
{epssig] =epssw(frequency.temperature.salinity);
SAR=power/mass;
E=sqrt(rho*SAR/sig);
CALCESAR
function[E,SARI =calcESAR(power ,volume,frequency,temperature,salinity)
%CALCESA R Calculates the E field and SAR of a saline sample given its
%absorbed power, volume, frequency, temperature and salinity.
%
% [E,SAR]=CALCESAR(P, V,T,S) calculates the E(lectrir) field and speific
% absorption rate (SAR) for a sample of saline given the power
% absorbed by the sample, P, the frequency of the radiation that the
% sample is exposed to, F, and the volumne, V, teraperature, T, and
% salinity, S of the s ample.
10
% Author: Felicia Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
% Check for errors:
% I All intputs needed and inust be scalar nunbers
if(nargin~=5)
error('All inputs required.');
elseif( isnumeric(power) - isnumeric(volume) ~isnumeric(frequency) ~isnumeric(temperature) -isnumeric (salinity))
error('All inputs must be numeric.'): 20
elseif(length(power)~=1 I length(volume)~=1 I length(frequency)~=1 length(temperature)~=1 l Iength(salinity)-=1)
error('All inputs must be scalar');
end
rho=rholatm(temperature,salinity);
mass = rho*volume;
[eps.sig] =epssw(frequencytemperature.salinity);
SAR=power/mass;
E=sqrt(rho*SAR/sig);
CALCESAR
functionE,SARI=calcESAR(power,volume,frequency,temperature,salinity)
%CALCESAR Calculates the E field and SA R of a saline sample given its
%absorbed power, volume, frequency, temperature and salinity.
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% [E,SARJ=CALCESAR(P,V.T,S) calculates the E(lectric) tield and specific
% absorption rate (SAR) for a sample of saline given the power
% absorbed by the sample, P, the frequency of the radiation that the
%o sample is exposed to, F, and the iolume, V, tecaperature, T, and
% salinity, S of the sample.
10
5 Author: Felicta Cox
% Created: between Oct 2005 - June 2006
% Info: Created for RF-ID project
% Check for errors:
%5 1 All inputs needed and must be scalar nuabers
if(nargin~=5)
error('All inputs required.');
elseif( isnumeric (power) - isnumeric(volume) isnumeric(frequency) ~isnumeric (temperature) ~isnumeric(salinity))
error('All inputs must be numeric.'); 20
elseif(length(power) - = 1 length(volume)~=1 I length(frequency) =1 length(temperature)-=1 I length(salinity)~=1)
error('All inputs must be scalar');
end
rho=rholatm(temperaturesalinity);
mass = rho*volume;
[eps.sig] =epssw(frequency.temperaturesalinity);
SAR=power/mass;
E=sqrt(rho*SAR/sig);
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